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Dedication
This book is dedicated to the true American Heroes, or Heroines
– the 55th WIVES. Their role of waiting, wondering and
worrying was far more taxing than living in shacks, tents and
such around the world, while probing enemy defenses. There is
not an award worthy of these girl’s courage and sacrifices.
Please accept this book as a small token of our love and
gratitude.

Forward
No unit has more history or more tales to tell than the 55th. Unfortunately, everything we did
was highly classified and kept under tight wraps. This was a unit in which you couldn’t even
have a picture of the airplane you flew and your wife and kids always had to settle for looking
at other airplanes during Open House. This history is made up entirely of memorabilia
donated by members. Many of those with tales to tell are no longer with us and others
wouldn’t relinquish their treasures – limiting the depth of this history.
So now, enjoy a glimpse of some of the people and a few of the events that are the
“Fabulous Fifty-Fifth”.
While others waited and trained, the 55th was active, involved every day, worldwide – where
the action was. This meant many long TDYs, varied living conditions, host units that were
jealous and unreasonable and hair-raising missions. Through it all we retained our sanity
(some of us) thru total involvement in the mission and constant joking, teasing and practical
jokes. This history is approached in this same sense of humor and reflects the unit’s attitude,
nothing personal in any case.
This history covers the period from when the 55th became a Reconnaissance Group in 1947
to the retirement of the last RB-47H in December 1967. A second history is under way, by
the 55SRW and 55SRW Association, that will begin with the unit’s move to Offutt in 1966 and
take it up to the present.

RB-50G RAF Bassingbourn, March 1951

ERB-47H at Forbes

EB-47E(TT) Tell-Two/Iron Work

With the clouds of war growing in Europe and beginning to form in the Pacific, another
combat unit was born as the 55th Pursuit group. It was put together at Hamilton Field, CA on
20 November 1940 and activated in Portland, OR on 15 January 1941. There the Group,
made up of the 37th Pursuit Squadron, 38th Pursuit Squadron, 54th Pursuit Squadron and
the 55th Interceptor Control Squadron, began flying P-43 Lancers. In May 1942 they began
training in the new P-38 Lightning at Paine Field and McChord Field. The 55th Pursuit Group
was redesignated the 55th Fighter Group in May 1942, changing the Pursuit Sqs to Fighter
Sqs. The 338th Fighter Squadron was activated on 12 September and assigned to the 55th.
The 343rd Squadron was activated on 1 February 1943 and also assigned to the 55th, giving
it the three squadrons that would be the 55th for so many years to come. The 37th and 54th
Fighter Sqs were dropped before the 55th moved to England in August 1943. The 38th, 338,
and 343rd began combat training with the P-38s at Nuthhampstead and were the only P-38
Group in the European Theater at that time. Their distinguished combat record began in
October with their first mission over Holland. Shortly thereafter the Group perfected “Droop
Snoot” bombing, which involved modifying the nose of the P-38 to enable it to carry a
Bombardier. It proved to be most successful and produced some remarkable results.
However, their primary mission was still to escort bombers and protect them from German
fighters. 55th Lightnings were the first 8AF aircraft over Berlin. The Group moved to
Wormingford on 16 April 1944 and began dusk to dawn patrols of the shipping lanes.
The 55th began transition into the newer P-51 Mustang on 16 July. Flying out of England
with enough range to reach any target in Germany, the 55th chewed up Axis forces all over
Europe. After one year with the P-51, the Group moved to Kaufbeuren, Germany in July
1945. They began receiving the new jet fighter, P-80 Shooting Star, in April 1946, but later
that month were moved to Giebelstad, Barvaria and began to wind down. The 55th Fighter
Group was inactivated on 20 August 1946.
The 55th Fighter Group completed its combat tour with a distinguished record in seven
campaigns. The Group flew over 600 combat missions, claiming 400 enemy aircraft
destroyed in the air and nearly 300 more on the ground. The 55th had 16 Aces with a total of
90 victories. They earned Distinguished Unit Citations for the period 3-13 September 1944
for destroying 106 enemy aircraft while escorting bombers over Germany, and for ground
strafing operations on 19 February 1945. The 55th destroyed more locomotives by strafing
than any other group.

As part of the program to boost morale on the home front, combat Pilots were sent to the
states to address factory workers and other groups. It is told that one of the 55th Pilots who
participated in the first flight over Berlin was selected for this purpose. He was talking to a
large group of women representing many facets of the war effort here at home. He was
asked to tell something of the action over Berlin. “I had just chased a fighter off the bombers
and was turning back toward the formation when I saw this Fokker right on my tail. I skidded
left, racked into a tight diving right turn and half roll, applied full power and looked back to see
that Fokker still on my tail.” The looks of shock and surprise on some of the women’s faces
prompted the Colonel sponsoring the tour to interrupt with, “Ladies, let me explain. The term
Fokker is used to identify aircraft made by the Focke-Wolfe Com…..” “No Sir,” piped up our
hero, “This Fokker was flying a Messerschmitt!”
The 55th remained dormant until being reactivated as the 55th Reconnaissance Group (Very
Long Range, Mapping) on 24 February 1947, which is when this pictorial history begins. The
period of reactivation in 1947 until reactivation again in 1950 is about as clear as an
alcoholic’s eyes. Official records tell one tale and another is told by the orders and
documents supplied by 55th members. You’ll see some of both – take your pick.

From 1947 till after the Korean Police Action the status of the 55th was turbulent, to say the
least. Even official USAF records are skimpy or non-existent. The group of people we
associate with the early history of the 55th were bounced back and forth between 4 or 5 units
due to activations, inactivations, war and transitions to different aircraft. As a result, you will
see photographs and articles on the 324th SRS, 91st SRW, 7th Bomb Wing and others. This
because at times these units were made up of 55th personnel or they were TDY to these
units (during which no reference was made to the 55th).
No sooner would the 55th be put together that it would be deactivated, before it even had a
chance to organize or get up to full strength. In between activations some of the crews were
TDY and the others were sent off somewhere to march and party.

RB-47H
“SilverKing”

4303 at Incirlik AB, Turkey, 1965

1947

was quite a year. Kaiser-Frazer began producing automobiles. Finn Ronne
explored the Palmer Peninsula and Weddell Sea by land and air. U.S. manufacturers
resumed production of television sets. The Bell X-1 broke the sound barrier. And 1947 was,
in many respects, the low point in the history of postwar aviation. The boom in airline travel
and private flying had not materialized and the wrangle over future roles of the services did
little for public confidence in the future of military aviation.
Recognizing the dangers of a continuing depression in the aviation industry, President
Truman appointed a commission to make recommendations “….so broad in scope and
purpose that they will assist in revising old policies and in framing new ones, and will serve as
a guide for formulating a carefully considered national air policy”
What does all this trivia have to do with the 55th, you are asking. Well… I’d like to think that
this high-powered commission came to the decision to form the 55th Reconnaissance Group
as one of the keys to solving this crisis. More than likely, somebody asked what are we going
to do with all these left over aircraft and crews. Truman wouldn’t let us bomb any other
countries, so some clown said, “Let’s designate some of them a Reconnaissance Group.
They can fly around the world taking pictures and listening to radios. It’ll keep them busy until
we can decide what to do.”
But three very significant events in the history of the 55th occurred in 1947. First, the U.S. Air
Force was born. Secondly, only ten years behind the C-47 Gooney Bird, the B-47 made its
first flight. And third, what was to become the greatest unit of all time was established as the
55th Reconnaissance Group (Very Long Range, Mapping).

Air Force records indicate the 55th Reconnaissance Group was created in February 1947 at
McDill Field, FL. It was a photo reconnaissance unit flying B-17s and B-29s.

The unit reportedly moved to Topeka AFB in June 1948 and was to become part of the 55th
Strategic Reconnaissance Wing, “at such time as the Wing should be activated”. No one has
produced any documentation to support this element of the history.

At any rate, the men, mission and aircraft we associate with the early days of the 55SRW
were put together in September 1948. It began with nine crews out of Carswell AFB.
HEADQUARTERS 7TH BOMBARDMENT WING (H)
CARSWELL AIR FORCE BASE
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
SPECIAL ORDERS)
NUMBER
26)

13Sep 48

E X T R A C T
20.
FNO and EM USAF Air (W) QOS Term of Enl 3 years (P/P)
Organization indicated this sta Eighth Air Force (SAC) are relieved
from asgmt and duty thereto and transferred to 324th RCM Sq (VLR)
Photo RCM McGuire AF Base, Ft Dix, N.J. Eff date of departure o/a
18 Sep 48. No delay enroute. Reporting not later . . . . . . . .

The basic crews came from Carswell and the Ravens from Air Force resources everywhere.
This mélange very fittingly assembled at a closed, run down base – McGuire AFB, Ft. Dix,
N.J. Here they were designated the 324th RCM Squadron of the 91st Reconnaissance
Group. They operated under the cover of a photo recon Sq.
This same month the first RB-29 dedicated to Electronic Intelligence (ELINT) began
modification. This aircraft had five Crow positions between the bomb bay and back door.
The Crows sat in a line, one behind the other with banks of equipment separating them. This
very hazardous arrangement was later changed with the Ravens sitting side-by-side, facing
the right side of the airplane. This first ELINT RB-29 was received in December 1948 and
immediately put to work. The other aircraft flown by the unit were B-29As and a TB-17G.
This was a brand new game with no rules or guidelines, a time of constant experimentation,
testing and training. When something was discovered that worked, everyone was trained on
it. The Crows experimented with whatever was available and made up the procedures, etc.
that later became the ECM ELINT Operators School. All Crow training was conducted there
until the school moved to Ft. Walton beach and later Barksdale. Ravens had the AFSC
designation of 7888 at that time and their crew position was designated as Z. I’ve heard the
Z came from the character of the Crows, Zany. Also that it was because they sat in the back
of the airplane and slept. And when the other crew members were asked what they knew
about what the Crows were doing, the answer was always Zero.

Part of the 324th was sent to the 55th Strategic reconnaissance Wing at Forbes on TDY
status. From there they were dispatched on an overseas TDY out of the 55th. Aircraft 296
departed for Ladd AFB, Alaska in July 1949. They flew the first Strategic Electronic
Reconnaissance against the Soviets.

HQ 55TH STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE WING
Forbes Air Force base, Topeka, Kans
SPECIAL ORDERS)
NUMBER
164)

14 July, 1949
E X T R A C T

10.
Fol named Off and Amn, 324th Strat Recon Sq (Elect), currently
DS this sta, are directed to proceed o/a 14 July 1949 fr Forbes AF
Base, Kans to Det 55th Strat Recon Wg, Ladd AF Base, Alaska on
further DS approx ninety (90) days for purpose of matters pertaining
to this command. Upon completion of DS personnel will . . . . . .

They covered the coast from Wrangel Island to the southern tip of the Kamchatka Peninsula.
Then went to Japan and flew missions out of there. This was a true stab-in-the-dark
operation. There was no precedent, no directives, no experience to dram from. When a
radar or other electronic emission was intercepted, no one knew what it was as there was no
Recky-tech (the guys later trained to analyze and report on the data brought back by the
crews) to sort out information and brief the crews. After flying twelve to eighteen hours, the
Crows would then spend another twelve hours analyzing their ‘take’.
OFFICE OF THE OPERATION OFFICE
55TH STARTEGIC RECONNAISSANCE WING DET.
Air Force base
APO 731 % PM, Seattle, Washington
OPERATIONS ORDERS)
NUMBER
1)

5 Sep, 1949

Pursuant to authority contained in AR 95-15, dated 3 may 1944,
as amended, the following listed aircraft, B-29, USAF No. 44-62296
with crew as listed below w/p o/a 6 Sep 1949 from Ladd AFB, Alaska
to Yokota Air Force base, Japan on TDY for approx 5 days for the
purpose of Matters Pertaining to this Command as per par 10 SQ 164
HQs 55th Strat Rcn Wg, Forbes, dtd 14 July 1949 and return to Lass
AFB, Alaska upon completion of mission. CIPAP.

In these days of activations, deactivations and constant moves it was common to go TDY and
have your unit move, change name or fold up while you were gone. When this bunch was at
Ladd the rest of the Group moved to Barksdale in October.

HQ 91ST STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE WING
McGuire AFB, Ft Dix, N.J.
SPECIAL ORDERS)
NUMBER
248)

22 Sep 49
EXTRACT

1.
Fol named Offs main cch 324 Strat Rcn Sq (E) 91 Strat Rcn
Gp this sta are trfd fr McGuire AFB, NJ to Barksdale FB, LA. AP o/a
25 Sep 49.
No delay e/r authd.
Six (6) days ofl tvl time authd.
TPA. PCS. TDN: 5704500 060-204 P543-02 S99-999
26.
Fol named Offs (presently TDY aprx 90 days per Par 12 SQ
150 this Hq cs) 324 Strat Rcn Sq (E) 91 Strat Rcn Gp this sta are
trfd to Barksdale AFB, La.
WP upon compl of TDY.
No delay e/r
authd. Six (6) days ofl tvl time authd. TPA. PCS.

Additional aircraft were picked up at Barksdale in the form of RB-45 photo types and our own
KB-29A tanker squadron. The tankers had the primitive British hose system in which the
receiver snagged a hose trailed by the tanker. The two aircraft flew side by side while the
receiver winched in the hose. Once in, the hose was connected to the refueling spigot and
fuel was transferred. This type of refueling was used until we transitioned to RB-50s.

We lost our first aircraft on 14 August 1950 when 296 crashed at Carswell. The aircraft,
flown by Bob Dibbell’s crew, was on an extended mission and carried fuel for a range in
excess of 4,000 miles. An electrical short in the Main Bus caused the Curtis electric props to
go to flat pitch. Left with no power and tons of fuel, they tried to make Carswell. The extra
tanks in the bomb bay were dropped into a lake, but the big bird just couldn’t make it to the
Carswell runway. This whole ordeal was filmed because a movie was being shot on the base
that day. The film clearly showed that the crew did the best that could be done under the
circumstances. Nine of the twelve-man crew survived. The dangerous configuration of the
ELINT equipment was largely responsible for the losses.

The 55th was formed again when SAC was given its acquisition or Strategic Reconnaissance
mission. So most of the 324th was transferred to the newly resurrected 343rd, which would
be the ELINT Squadron of the 55th. They became the 343rd on 3 November 1950 and were
shipped to Ramey on 10 November.

RESTRICTED
HEADQUARTERS
91ST STRTEGIC RECONNAISSANCE WING (H)
Barksdale Air Force Base
Louisiana
SPECIAL ORDERS)
NUMBER

10 November 1950

278)
E X T R A C T

66. Fol named Off composing Air Echelon of 343rd Strat Rcn Sq
(H) Elect, 55th Strat Rcn Gp are trf fr BAFB, La to Ramey AFB,
Puerto Rico, APO 845 c/o PM N.Y., N.Y.
w/p o/a 20 Nov 50.
Concurrent tvl depn not auth.
Movement of depn and household
effects w.b in accordance with AFR 75-26 and AFR 75-30, O/S shipment
of pvt owned autos is auth in accordance with par 8b.

SPECIAL ORDERS)
HEADQUARTERS SECOND AIR FORCE
Barksdale Air Force Base
SPECIAL ORDER)
NUMBER
214)
21 September 1950
1.
VOCG, this hq, 11 Sep 50, are confrd, exigencies of the sv
having been such as to preclude issuance of written orders in adv.
“Folg officers , 324th Strat Recon Sq, Medium, Elect, this sta,
are required to participate in frequent and regular aerial flights
in connection w/tng as Radar Observers, RCN, are placed on fly
status eff 11 Sep 1950 and are asgd as Combat Crew Members, while
undergoing flying tng as Radar Observers, RCN. Auth: Par 8, dtd 29
Jun 46, and 1st Ind Hq USAF, dtd 15 Jul 48, to ltr, Hq SAC, subj:
Flying Status for RADAR OBSERVERS, RCN, dtd 28 Jun 49.
Capt
CAPT
1/LT
1/LT
1/LT
1/LT
2/LT

EUGENE A. NOVAK
JAMES C. SHIVE
RICHARD H. GREEN
WILFRED M. CARON
FRANCES J. SCHAACK
SAMUEL W. COCKS
JOHN R. FRAZIER

AO683050
AO679129
AO944798
AO1846656
AO2098402
AO796093
AO590905

The training of Ravens went on at Barksdale. This group was in training when the Wing
moved to Ramey. They completed the training and joined the 55th in Puerto Rico.

RESTRICTED
HEADQUARTERS
91ST STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE WING (M)
Barksdale Air Force Base, La.
SPECIAL ORDERS
NUMBER

20 December 1950

310
E X T R A C T

8. Folg Off 343rd Strat Rcn Sq (M) Elect this sta having
successfully completed the Radar Observer RCM Course 78880 are awarded
Primary SCM 7888 (Electronic Countermeasures Officer), Auth: ltr Hq USAF
Subj: Radar Observer RCM 7888, dtd 7 Aug 47 & ltr Hq SAC Subj: Flying
Status Training for Radar Observer RCM 7888 dtd 4 Dec 47.
CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
1ST LT
1ST LT
1ST LT
1ST LT
1ST LT
1ST LT

THOMAS J BUONO
ROBERT C MILLER
ROBERT P PAULIN
JAMES C SHIVE
SAMUEL W COCKS
LEONARD C LUEB
EARL L SCHUREMAN
WILLARD M SELL
FRANK R TRAIN
WESLEY W WHITTEN

AO674665
AO661859
AO665331
AO679129
AO796093
AO2068934
AO2069660
AO743228
AO657690
AO690857

These early Crows stayed at Barksdale
to complete the course, then moved to
Ramey during the Christmas season

This is the certificate that awarded the
7888 designation and made him an
RCM or Crow.
Notice the ground phase was
conducted by ATC and the flying phase
by SAC. Also note the school was still
under command of the 91st Recon
Group.
Note the old Observer’s wings on the
diploma. These quickly picked up the
title of “The Flying Asshole”.

HEADQUARTERS
91ST STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE WING (M)
Barksdale Air Force Base, La.
SPECIAL ORDER
NUMBER
272)

3 NOVEMBER 1950

E X T R A C T
42.
Fol named off & amn 324th Strat Rcn Sq (M) Photo this sta are
reld fr asgmt and dy & trfd in gr to 343rd Strat Rcn Sq (M) Elect this sta.
No tvl involved. Rpt date and EDSCA 5 Nov 50. Auth: GO 31 91st Strat Rcn
Wg dtd 1 Nov 50. (N) denotes colored personnel. (#) denotes pers on lv.
(*) denotes pers TDY.
MAJOR
RODGER L. HOWARD
CAPTAIN
RALPH E. ADAMS
ANGEL J. ANGEL
ELVIN R. BARNETT
CLYDE R. BENSLEY
HERBERT O. BOELTER
JOSEPH B. CAMP
FRANK J. CORE
ROBERT A. DIBBELL
RAYMOND E. FLECK
EDWARD V. FRY
KEITH M. GARRISON
ROBERT B. FISHBORN
ZANE G. HALL
PAUL J. HAMM
FORREST D. JOHNSON
STEPHEN KLUCARICH
HAROLD E, KIRBY
WALTER A. LAWSON
MARION E. MINOR JR.
ROBERT C. MILLER
ROBERT NELMS
WILLIAM L. NICHOLS
ERNEST M. NORMAN
EUGENE A. NOVAK
ROBERT P. PAULIN
JOHN E. POE
SYDNEY PULLEN
KELLY G. ROSS
DAVID R. SCHLTZE
CLARANCE O. SHANE
JAMES E. SMITH
MATTHEW J. SOLTYSIAK
RICHARD A. SWANSON
CALVERT C. VANEVERS
CHARLES R. WILCOX
LEONARD L. WILSON
JAMES C. SHIVE
1ST LT
FRANK J. ABLAMSKY
WILLIAM BALLANTINE
FRANCIS H. BELL
HARRY O. BENSON
CHARLES B. BENYUNES
WILLIAM H. BLANCHARD
JAMES T. BORDWELL

1ST LT
THOMAS J. BUONO
RUDOLPH C. CARR
WILFRED M. CARON
SAMUEL W. COCKS
WARREN L. COLE
AUTHUR E. COPELAND
MAURICE CRUICKSHANK
KEITH M. DEAL
HARRY J. EBLING
EDMUND B. EDMUNDSON
WAYNE B. EVANS
JAMES L. FORD
EDWARD J. FRITZ JR.
RICHARD H. GLENN
GEORGE E. GOLDING
JOSEPH S. HEARN
MAURICE M. HEATON
WILBURN B. HELM
JOBESH W. HERBST
PARK B. HERRICK JR.
WILLIAM H. HOGAN
ARTHUR E. HOLTON
WALTER M. HUDEK
ALOUSIUS J. KRISTEN
JOHN W. KRITZAR
SIMON B. LABE
CHARLES E. LEGRAND
JOHN E. LEONARD
WILLIAM R. LOWMAN
LEONARD C. LUEB
ANDREW C. MANZO
ROBERT W. MARSHALL
CHARLES W. MCKEE
LEONARD J. MILLER
ADOLPH R. MITTLEMAN
FRANKLIN P. MURDOCK
JOHN T. OCONNOR
EDWARD W. PARKER
GEORGE F. PENFIELD JR.
WAYNE H. POTTORFF
VIRGIL E. PRINE
ROBERT F. PURDY
THOMAS F. RYAN JR.
CHARLES E. LEONARD
SAMUEL W. COX
WILLIAM K. NELSON
EDWARD D. CONNOR JR.
HAROLD J. CORMACK
FARO TRANQUILL

1ST LT
NORRIS N. REQUIST
JAMES RIDDLESPERGER
BERNARD M. ROME
RICHARD N. RUSK
FRANCIS J. SCHAACK
EARL S. SCHUREMAN
KARL T. SEELY
WILLARD H. SELL
THOMAS J. SHEPARD
EDWIN A. SENKEBEIL
CHARLES A. SPAIN
EVERETT E. STANLEY
GEORGE M. THARP
VINCENT H. THOMAS
FRANK R. TRAIN
ROBERT VANDERBERRY
HUBERT J. WARD
WILLIAM A. WILKINSON
ROBERT L. WILSON
CRAIG K. WINTERS
WESLEY L. WINTTEN
KEITH B. WRIGHT
WILLIAM K. NELSON
2ND LT
ALBERT H. GOERING
WILLIAM J. GOREE
RICHARD J. HAMILTON
DAVID M. HOLDSWORTH
JOHN F. TAGAN
ARNOLD WINTER
JOHN D. DOWNING
JOHN R. FRAZIER III
FREDERICK J. STRAUB
FORREST E. ESTELLE
ROBERT F. KRITZ
WOJC
JOHN W. MCKEON
JOSEPH V. MCWILLIAMS
M SGT
CECIL M. BARDFORD
JOHN J. BROWN
CECIL L. DAVIS
FRANK DELOVEY
HENRY N. ELLIOT
AMOS H. JOHNS
DANIEL P. KELLY

M SGT
WARREN J. KLAMZ
JAMES A. PAXTON
MICHAEL J. PLESHKO
HUBERT H.R. RYDER
WILLIAM T. SHEA
CLARANCE L. SMITH
PHILLIP J. TODD
T SGT
BILLIE G. ATKINS
JOHN P. BODER JR.
WILLIAM S. BURNS
WALTER L. CHENEVERT
JOHN C. DOLEMAN
JOSEPH DONCHAK
CARTER C. HARRINGTON
PUEBIN D. HARTLEY
JOHN F. HOFFMAN
SIDNEY M. HOWLAND
JOEL KENNEY JR.
JAMES K. LIVINGSTON
ELDRIDGE A. MILLER
HOWARD L. REES
JOHN W. REYNOLDS
ALFRED P. TURNER
EARL A. WOLFE
FRANCIS R. BARNISH
S SGT
ELMER A ARY
NORRIS L. BALLARD
WALTER A. BEARD
EDWARD K. BERKHEIMER
EDWARD W. BROWN
BILLIE L. CAMP
GEORGE W. CHATFIELD
WILLIAM COLON
THOMAS L/ CURD
ALEXANDER L. DURNING
CHARLES M. FORD
WILLIAM T. FORD
ALBERT L. FROMM
JOHN V. GAMBLE
CLYDE D. HALL
MICHAEL P. JOYCE
DONALD E. KESSLER
EDGAR J. KING
ELMER J. KING
MICHAEL J. KING
EDWARD J. KOZLOWSKI
JAMES A. LOLLI
NABHOR MARTINEZ
COMY B. METCALF
BENJAMIN W. MORTON
ELDEN R. MULLARNEY
IRA C. MUSE
GEORGE S. NELSON
SAMUEL A. SIDONI
MARQUIS I. SMITH
LEO L. SPARKS
HOBBY J. STANG

ORLIN G. LUNT
ARTHUR E. IZZO
CHARLES W. WHITEHEAD
EDGAR W. STOELTING
JOHN A. SYLVESTER
LUCIEN I. THOMAS
ROBERT R. THOMPSON
BEECHER E. THORNTON
CLAUDE J. TRAHAN
NATIVIDAD VASQUEZ
JOHN B. WEAR
SGT
CLAUDE D. BARBOUR
NEIL H. BROWN
HAROLD L. CROUSE
WILLIAM R. DAILY
VIRGIL R. DELONG
JEROME DOBSON
JAMES B. EZELL
DALE E. FINLEY
PAUL E. GHENOUI
EDDY G. GRAUWILLER
GERALD D. GRAVITT
STANLEY B. HAMMETT
JOHN E. HICKS
ROLAND B. INSLEY
JOHN KENNEDY JR.
WILLIAM E. LEDFORD
REIGNOLD A. MINER
FERMAN E. MOORE
CLARANCE E. PEELE
LYLE F. PETERSON
JAMES L. LANGAN
ALONZO PHILLIPS
DONALD B. ROBERTS
WILLIAM D. ROBINSON
EMIGDIO RUIZ
WILLIAM F. RUPPERT
MATT SHERRELL JR.
DONALD D. SCOTT
JESSE E. SEE
LOUIS G. SMITH
CLYDE J. TEMPLE
DONALD E. THOMPSON
EARL J. KIMBALL

CPL
JACK E. ALDRICH
JOHN ARRECHEA
SPENCER BLAKE
SIMPLICO BUCIA
WINTON E. BURR
OSCAR T. CAPIZZI
EVERETT R. CROUCH
ERNEST L. DAYHUFF
RICHARD D. ELLIS
JOSEPH F. FILES
WILLIAM FRANKENBACH
JOEL D. GAINER
RICHARD M. GANNON
FRANKLIN S. GILMORE
DAVID KILPATRICK
RENALDO LOMBARDI
LAWSON MOSS JR.
LEON R. MYERS
RUSSEL W. NICHOLS
MELVIN K. PASE
DONALD R. PETERS
WILLIAM F. PHILLIPS
JOE H. POLLOCK
FERDINAND V. SAPP
FREDERICK C. SMALLY
ERNEST R. SMITH
RALPH E. SMITH
PERMAN STRICKLAND
LAWRENCE D. THOMAS
JAMES H. TOMLIN
ROBERT W. TRYESDALE
WILLIAM YOSHIDA
PFC
JOHN H. BRAIN
ROBERT C. CARR
ANDREW MURDOCK JR.
NELSON R. NEISLER
JOHN W. PARTRIDGE
CURTIS F. SCHELICH
IRVING SMITH
TILLMAN J. STERKEN
PVT
HOWARD H. HINTON
WILLIAM B. RICH

HEADQUARTERS 55TH STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE WING (M)
Ramey Air Force base, Puerto Rico
SPECIAL ORDERS )
NUMBER
14)

17 January 1951
EXTRACT

1.
UP AFR 60-7, 8 Aug 50, the fol Offs (Pilots) are aptd Instructor
Pilots in RB-29 type acft:
MAJ
CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
1/LT
1/LT
1/LT
1/LT

1062
1062
1062
1062
1062
1062
2161
1062
1062
1062
1062
1062

RODGER L HOWARD
WARREN L COLE
ROBERT A DIBBELL
JAMES L FORD
ZANE G HALL
PAUL H HAMM
MARION E MINOR JR
JAMES E SMITH
HARRY E EBLING
PARK B HERRICK JR
ROBERT W MARSHALL JR
GEORGE M THARP

343rd Strat Recon Sq
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

A promotion board held in the 55th Wing headquarters to consider men for
promotion to Air Force Sergeant (4th pay grade) recommended the following
Corporals for promotion:
(January 1951)
JOHN F HICKMAN
WILLIAM J BRUMBAUGH
L ROSADO-RODRIGUEZ
GERHARDT E LEHMAN
THEODORE H NIDA
ROBERT T MCDONALD
JACK A RUNION
LELAND S HILLCHARLES BECK JR
CHARLES W REESE
JOHN JACOB JR
JOSEPH D MARTINO
MAURICE R CASTLETON
HARRY F MULLEN
TED E HOLLINS
THEODORE C PANTEL
HENRY C JOHNSON
DALE E MCBRIDE
JOHN W GUYNES
GEORGE BORST EVERETT F SAIN
DONALD J CONNORS
FREDERICK A KAMM
ARTHUR HOLLINS JR
ORVILLE M BROOKS
DONALD E KILGORE
THOMAS L PELLITIER
CHARLES A NAUSS
WILLIAM H PHILLIPS
MAURY E NICHOLS
CHESTER STOLARCZYK
MIKE L STROS
ELMO D JAMES
JOSEPK C BULLOCK
TED E GIBSON
KENNETH M MELAND
WILBUR R DAVIS
DOUGLAS M MERRILL
VERNON R DIAL
LESTER REED
DAVID C PRUETTEUGENE M HOLLOWAY
THOMAS J MURRAY

HEADQUARTERS
55TH STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE SQUADRON (MEDIUM) WEATHER
McClellan Air Force Base, California
SPECIAL ORDERS
NUMBER

21

26 March 1951

3.
Fol Offs & Amn (TDY w/55th Strat Rcn Sq (M) Wea MATS-AWS
McClellan AFB Calif per par 32 SO 60 Hq 55th Strat Rcn Wg (M) dtd 19 Mar 51)
under operational control CO Flt “A” 55th Strat Rcn Sq (M) Wea MATS-AWS
McClellan AFB, Calif are placed on TDY for approx forty (40) days WP o/a 27 Mar
51 to 57th Strat Rcn Sq (M) Wea MATS-AWS Hickham AFB, TH for the purpose of
performing Wea Rcn missions.

This group of Weather Recon aircraft and crews were designated the 55th Strategic
Reconnaissance Squadron (Weather) Medium when sent to McClellan AFB on an
indeterminate TDY. Here they were sent on to Hickham in support of the Bikini nuclear tests.

We were a part of the new service, the U.S. Air Force, but were still subject to Army rules,
regulations and personnel in some situations. These orders show that all PCS movement
was still handled by the Army. This order was for the dependents of some 55th crews that
were TDY when the move to Ramey was made.
HEADQUARTERS THIRD ARMY
Fort McPherson, Georgia
AJMIS 510 General

13 July 1951

SUBJECT:

Travel Authorization of Dependents to Antilles Dept.

TO:

Commanding General, New Orleans Port of Embarkation
Commanding General, New York Port of Embarkation
Chief of Transportation

The following order confirms the fact that the 55th had its own Recky Tech Squadron at
Ramey.
HEADQUARTERS 55TH STRAT RECON WING, M
Ramey AFB, Puerto Rico
SPECIAL ORDERS)
NUMBER
159)

31 July 1951
EXTRACT

26.
CAPT PAUL J NATTER AO679097 USAF, 55th Recon Tech Sq, 55th
Strat Recon Wg M (SAC) this sta is placed on TDY for approx 126 days & WP
fr this sta o/a 9 Aug 51 to Lowrey AFB, Solo for purpose of attending
Photo-Radar Interpretation Off Crse No. 85031, Class of 21 Aug 51 – DPUO.
This is a crse of instruction.

Looks like SAC is getting serious about this Reconnaissance business. Even to the point to
sit down and talk about it rather than just mention it during a Bombing Conference.

HEADQUARTERS 55TH STARATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE WING, M
Ramey Air Force Base, Puerto Rico
SPECIAL ORDER)
NUMBER
159)

1 August 1951
EXTRACT

Folg Offs & Amn USAF orgns indicated this sta, are placed on TDY for
aprx 10 days & WP fr this sta o/a 1 Aug 51 to Rapid City AFB, South
Dakota for purpose of attending SAC Reconnaissance Conference –
DPUO. Upon completion of TDY rtn …

This RB-50G was the first of any type B/RB-50 to fly a combat mission. It flew a Korean
sortie on 12 August 1951 out of Yokota while TDY to the 91SRS. The accompanying
commendation tells of their TDY.
THE CREW OF THE
RAMEY RAMBLERS
(Front Row)
Thomas Shepard – Raven 3
William Nichols – Raven 1
Edmund Edmundson –
Radar
James Ford – Acft Cmdr
Forrest Estelle – Pilot
Marcus Smith – Radio
John Wear – CFC
(Standing)
Robert Purdy – Navigator
William Hogan – Raven 6
Robert Miller – Raven 2
Simon Labe – Raven 3
Karl Seely – Raven 4
Francis Barnish – Tail
Gunner
Ira Muse – Left Gunner

The CROW symbols are for the 16 combat missions over Korea. This was the first RB-50 off
the assembly line at Boeing, Seattle. It was accepted on 29 Jun 51 and flown to its staging
base – Castle AFB. Ford’s crew flew four shakedown missions while continuing to install
ELINT equipment. It
departed castle on 1
Aug for 11+10 to
Hawaii, 10+35 to
Kwajalein and 11+15
to Yokota. The 7+15
flight on 12 August
was the first, ever,
combat mission for
an RB-50. The last
mission was flown on
17 Nov 51.
They
departed on 17 Nov
for Offutt, Barksdale
and finally landed at
Ramey for the first
time on 21 Nov. The
crew had been TDY
since May 1951.

These “CROW” mission symbols were used by the 55th in 1951 and later became the logo of
THE ASSOCIATION OF OLD CROWS.

HEADQUARTERS
FAR EAST AIR FORCES BOMBER COMMAND, PROVISIONAL
APO 328
201.22
SUBJECT
TO:

28 November 1951
Commendation
Captain James L. Ford and Crew, RB-50
Detachment #1
91st Strategic Reconnaissance Squadron, Medium, Photo
APO 328

1.
You have distinguished yourselves during the period of TDY
from 12 August 1951 to 20 October 1951 with Far East Air Forces
Bomber Command and 91st Strategic Reconnaissance Squadron, Medium,
Photo.
2.
The highly classified reconnaissance program you conducted
has furnished valuable information to the United States Air Force
and added greatly to the intelligence program of the Far East Air
Forces and other military units.
3.
Yours was the first RB-50 to fly combat missions in the
Korean operations and has resulted in gathering valuable operational
information on RB-50 type aircraft. The outstanding record of
sixteen (16) missions and two hundred and one (201) hours of flying
during this period is exemplary, particularly when viewed in the
light of adverse operating conditions, maintenance and supply
problems encountered during this first RB-50 TDF period.
4.
The aggressive spirit demonstrated, and the will to see
the job done in view of the many obstacles reflects great credit on
you and your organization.
5.
It has been a pleasure to have you in, and working with
the Far East Air Forces Bomber Command.

/s/Joe W Kelly
/t/Joe W Kelly
Brigadier General, USAF
Commanding

O’Kelly’s crew, Ramey 1951

_______

HEADQUARTERS 55TH STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE WING, M
Ramey Air Force Base, Puerto Rico
SPECIAL ORDERS )
NUMBER

22 August 1951

175 )
E X T R A C T

49.
Folg Offs & Amn USAF, 343rd Strat Recon Sq M Elect, 55th
Strat Recon Gp M (unless otherwise indicated) this sta (SAC) are
placed on TDY for aprx 10 days & WP fr this sta o/a 23 August 1951
to San Antonio Air Depot, Kelly AFB, Texas for the purpose of
ferrying acft RB-29A 44-6228 – DPUO. Upon completion of TDY pers
will rtn to home sta.

3.
Ea of the fol off, orgn indicated, having completed the required
course of instruction at Keesler AFB, Miss, is granted the aeronautical
rating of Aircraft Observer (Electronic Countermeasures) UP AFR 50-7, 11
Dec 51 and msg, Hq USAF,AFPMR-1 AM 1684, dt 15 feb 52.
343RD STRAT RECON SQ, M, ELECTRONICS, RAMEY AFB, APO 845 NY, NY
MAJ FRANK CORE JR AO516228 USAF
CAPT WAYNE D EVANS AO568070 USAF
CAPT CORNELIUS HAM JR AO649058
CAPT SIMON B LABE AO587897 USAF
CAPT ROBERT C MILLER AO661859 USAF
CAPT WILLIAM L NICHOLS AO516970 USAF
CAPT KARL T SEELEY AO816697 USAF
CAPT THOMAS J SHEPARD AO580455 USAF
CAPT JOHN M WIRT AO573806 USAF
1/LT CARL H ARVIDSON AO20092A USAF
1/LT GEORGE J CAMPBELL AO588289 USAF
1/LT GEORGE F HANSON AO1019032 USAF
1/LT CHARLES A RAWSON AO01847118 USAF
1/LT GEORGE J SISLEY AO872738 USAF
1/LT WILLIAM A WILKINSON AO933972 USAF
2/LT ROBERT R LOCKE AO1904607 USAF
2/LT DANIEL L MARTIN AO1852432 USAF
2/LT THOMAS F MONCURE AO1858040 USAF
2/LT HENRY C REYES AO1851405 USAF
2/LT WILLIAM E ROSSER II AO1910939 USAF
2/LT MAX W SWITZER AO1863525 USAF
2/LT FRED M THOMPSON AO1904383 USAF

38TH STRAT RECON SQ, M, PHOTO, RAMEY AFB, APO 845 NY, NY
CAPT
1/LT
1/LT
WOJG

VERNON DOOM AO866490 USAF
EARL L SCHUREMAN AO2089660 USAF
RICHAR A BRUBAKER AO590858 USAF
ELMER C KEENER AW2118925 USAF

We had our aircraft and a mission, TDY all over the world probing enemy defenses. But this
was a mission still in its infancy, so we were deeply involved in training and experimentation.
These orders indicate a trip to Eglin to try out new equipment and techniques.
HEADQUARTERS
55TH STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE WING, M
Ramey Air Force Base, Puerto Rico
SPECIAL ORDERS )
NUMBER
95 )

12 May 1952

E X T R A C T
31.
Fol Off and Amn USAF, 343rd Strat Recon Sq M Elect, 55th
Strat Recon Gp M this sta, are placed on TDY for aprx 10 days and WP
fr this sta o/a 13 may 52 to Eglin AFB, Fla for purpose of nav and
ECM Mission – DPUO. Upon compl of TDY w.rtn proper orgn and sta.
TDN. TBNA dird. CIPAP. Govt qrs and messing fac w/b util to max
extent avail. Tvl and TDY are chargeable to: 5723400 267-8300 P
458(.6)-02 S 66-600 (B&A #80

More crows are trained at Keesler. Note that now the orders come out of SAC Headquarters.
But unlike the course at Barksdale, both the ground and air phases were conducted by Air
Training Command.
HEADQUARTERS STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND
Offutt AFB, Omaha, Nebraska
PERSONNEL ORDERS)
NUMBER
103)

10 July 1952

1.
Ea of the fol USAF off, orgn indicated, having completed the
required course of instruction at Keesler AFB, Miss, is granted the
aeronautical rating of Aircraft Observer (Electronic
Countermeasures) UP AFR 50-7, 11 Dec 51.
343RD STRAT RECON SQ M, 55TH STRAT RECON WG M, APO 845, NY, NY
MAJ LEWIS A FOREMAN AO56320
MAJ SAMUEL FROOME JR AO1036531
MAJ GARRY OSKAMP 6274a
MAJ ROBERT P PAULIN AO665331
CAPT RUDOLPH C CARR AO1695413
CAPT SAMUEL W COCKS AO796093
CAPT JOHN F COTA AO674564
CAPT CLARENCE N DRIVER AO1540339
CAPT FRED F JEFFERS AO563041
CAPT CHARLES E LEGRAND AO830023
CAPT REX F NEVILL 15162A
CAPT VERNON E RICHARDSON AO831802
CAPT EDWIN A SENKBEIL AO666837
CAPT JAMES A SHIVE AO679129
CAPT FRANCISCO J TEJEBA AO726704
1/LT IRVING M ALLISON AO718522
1/LT FRANK E BEYER AO2093285
1/LT GUY E HUGHEY AO2060030
1/LT WILLIAM G MCGEE AO1849140
1/LT JOHN W RESEN AO839267
38TH STRAT RECON SQ M, PHOTO, 55TH STRAT RECON WG M, APO 845, NY
MAJ HARRY P KMOONEY AO1646436
CAPT WESLEY D CARTRIGHT AO580605
CAPT CLARENCE O SHANE AO862498
1/LT RICHARD H GLENN AO944798
WOJG DAVID E MARLIN AW950883
The most disheartening thing about the early recon program was wire recorders. You would
finally get the big item you had been after for months and would record it as long as possible.
Then fate stepped in in the form of a broken wire. Seems like the wire broke more times than
it didn’t on those old recorders. And, naturally, without a recording your intercept was
worthless. A common sight was Crows and a briefcase full of loose wire and desperate hope
that something could be salvaged from it.
Another ritual was the reference tone at the beginning of each recording. This was
accomplished by striking a tuning fork on a hard surface and holding it against the
microphone in your oxygen mask before its intensity waned or you touched it against a
damper such as your face, mask or another Crow. Listening to a Crow about to go ‘On
Watch’, you heard Whap, Whannnnngg, C-Note.

Several crews and support personnel deployed to Detachment #4 in England from April till
August in 1952. The operation was named “Project Roundout” and started at Schulthorpe, but
later moved to Upper Heyford.

Lt. Col. Horton’s Crew

Capt. Ward’s Crew

Maj. Kaden’s Crew

Maj Rich’s Crew

Maj Riley’s Crew

Maj. Stapp’s Crew

Capt. Francis’ Crew

Maj. Keppler’s Crew

Maj. White’s Crew

Lt. Lennox’s Crew

Maj, Hanna’s Crew

7127 at Schulthorpe

ENGINEERING PERSONNEL

ENGINEERING

RADAR SHOP (SCHULTHORPE)

SCHULTHORPE OFFICER’S CLUB

OPERATIONS

BRIEFING – MAJ KADEN

SCHULTHORPE NCO CLUB

COFFEE BREAK

THE “BLUE BEETLE”

RECREATION

SHAKESPEARE

OPERATIONS – UPPER HEYFORD

MOVING – SCHULTHORPE TO UPPER HEYFORD

I have stacks of orders like this dating from 1950 thru 1963. As you can see the crews didn’t
know where they were going or why. Later they even ***** the length of the TDY. But his crew
was in even worse shape as they didn’t know to which base they were going when the TDY
was over.
I think you’ll agree with me that this order reveals nothing and imparts little or no information –
yet, it was still marked RESTRICTED.

RESTRICTED
SECURITY INFORMATION
Hq 55th Strat Recon Wg M,
Ramey AFB, PR,
LO #52-393,

10 Jul 52, cont’d.

2. Fol Amn USAF, orgn indicated, this sta, are placed on TDY for aprx
200 days and WP fr this sta to * * * * * for purpose of * * * * * DUPO. Upon compl of TDY w/rtn proper orgn and sta. WP Brookley AFB,
Ala o/a 19 Jul 52 via MATS acft, under A/Pr Designator: US-AN-2-D6054-AF-7; thence fr Brookley AFB, Ala to * * * * * RUAT SAC Liaison
Off. TBMA dird, tvl by common carr, RR, coml. Air and/or bus auth in
event mil acft is not aval. CIPAP. Govt qrs and fac will be util to
fullest ext.
The reason they were to report to Brookley was that the move to Forbes was already set and
would be completed before they returned from * * * * *.
HEADQUARTERS
55TH STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE WING, M
Ramey Air Force Base, Puerto Rico
LO #52-437
SUBJECT:
TO:

6 August 1952

INVITATIONAL TRAVEL ORDERS
Personnel Concerned

1.
Fol pers, depn of Off USAF, 55th Air Rflg Sq M, 55th Strat Recon
Wg M, this sta, are auth and invited to proceed fr Ramey AFB, PR, to
Brookley AFB, Ala, via MATS acft departing this sta o/a 11 August
1952.

1.
Fol Offs & Amn USAF (Race-W, unless otherwise indicated) (Male),
343rd Strat Recon Sq (M) Elect, 55th Strat Recon Wg, M, (Shpmt 19041
–D) WP fr this sta by Mil Acft o/a 13 Oct 52, unless otherwise
indicated, to Forbes AFB, Topeka, Kansas, RUAT to CO of proper orgn.
Almt Chargeable:
5733500-348-311 P533 (2.) -02
Orders for the move from Ramey to Forbes in 1952. The top order lists dependents of the
Refueling Squadron personnel and the bottom the movement of 343rd crews. The move took
place from July thru October. The crews on TDY came back to Forbes rather than Ramey.

This was the Forbes main Gate in 1952. A sight that would greet 55th people for the next 15
years.

The cover of the Forbes information booklet featured this RB-50B

These orders complete the transfer from Ramey to Forbes. The Headquarters have been
moved and all orders now carry the Forbes label.
SECURITY INFORMATION
HEADQUARTERS
55TH STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE WING M
Ramey Air Force Base, Puerto Rico
SPECIAL ORDERS)
NUMBER
187)

15 September 1952

HEADQUARTERS
55TH STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE WING M
Forbes Air Force Base, Kansas
SPECIAL ORDERS)
November 1952
NUMBER
232)

20

55th aircraft were marked as below. They wore the square, designating Second Air Force
from 1 Nov 50 until 28 Oct 52. Then they adopted the circle designating their assignment to
Fifteenth Air Force. Although still a part of 15AF, the circle and V were dropped sometime in
1953.

This is the “Fat Cat” at Yokota in late
52. In the back row from left to right:
Smith, ?, McCaffrey, Frey,
Edmondson, Arnold, ?, Shepard,
Stoeling. Front Row: Marshall,
Theobald, Sealey, Loy, Crowson,
Elliot.
Note the mission symbols are the
343rd Crow. Also note the
underside of the aircraft is painted
black. This was a common practice
during the Korean conflict.

CRASH OF
FORBES B-29
An entire crew of eight airmen was killed Tuesday
when a B-29 from Forbes Air Force base plunged
into a swale between two cornfields six miles due
east of the base.
A search was being made to discover whether any
had been thrown clear of the wreckage. None had
been found.
The bomber was still burning at 2 p.m., Capt. Phil
Mahar, public information officer at Forbes, said.
One engine was afire when the big four-motored
plane approached Forbes base for an emergency
landing at 12:45 p.m., Mahar said. Failing to get
down, the pilot circled again for another approach
and crashed, the Air Force officer reported.
The plane fell 3 ½ miles east of Beryton. Persons
at the scene said there were no survivors of the crash
which occurred on the farm of Wayne Welch.
The crash was the second fatal one since Forbes
was reactivated last year. Early on the morning of
April 3 a B-29 went down 55 miles northwest of
Topeka in Nemaha county, taking a colonel to his death and killing an airman whose parachute failed to open.
Victims in that crash were Lt. Col. Thomas S. Roberts, who took over the plane’s controls while the rest of the
crew parachuted, and A 2/C Charles Fillipponi of San Obispo, Calif.

During the 55th’s stay at Forbes, no less than four aircraft were unceremoniously deposited on
the Welch farm, plus numerous engines and assorted parts from Forbes flying machines.
Welsh seriously considered opening a surplus shop.

1953 started with more training and experimentation. Somebody came up with a new “Black
Box”, so we had to go see it and play with it a little.
21AG/56

19 January 1953

SUBJECT:

Temporary Duty Travel

TO:

See Distribution

1.
Folg named Offs, 343rd Strat Recon Sq m, Elect, 55th Strat Recon
Wg M, this sta will pre o/a 20 Jan 53, fr Forbes AFB, Kansas to WrightPatterson AFB, Ohio, CIPAP, on TDY for aprx eight (8) days for the purpose
of Engineering & Operational study of Electronic Equip (DPUO); and upon
compl thereof will rtn to Forbes AFB, Kan.

Below are four of the ELINT crews as they were in Jan 53. They were designated Test
Crews as required by SAC regulations. The truth of the matter is that nearly every flight was
a test flight in some respects. This is further evidence that we were getting away from the
one crew/one aircraft operation. Prior to this, a crew was assigned to one particular aircraft
and flew it only. When a flight test was called for, the crew flew the test on their own aircraft.

HEADQUARTERS
55TH STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE WING M
Forbes Air Force Base, Kansas

SPECIAL ORDERS)
NUMBER

21 January 1953
17)

1.
Fol names Off & Amn, USAF, 343rd Strat Recon Sq M Elect, 55th
Strat Recon Wg of this sta are designated as Flight test Crews for RB-50
type acft. AUTH: SAC Reg 66-2.
MAJ WILLIAM M. MEADER AO751017
1/LT ROBERT C. VANDERBERRY AO837576
CAPT CRAIG K. WINTERS AO2071852
1/LT KENNETH R. DUKE AO1857869
CAPT VINCENT H. THOMAS AO2084049
MSGT JON A. SYLVESTER AF33757806
TSGT EIDEN R. MULLARNEY AF12081311
CAPT RAYMOND E. FLECK AO808025
CAPT ADOLPH R. MITTLEMAN AO716510
CAPT CHARLES W. MCKEE AO590424
CAPT THOMAS J. BUONO AO674665
CAPT ROBERT L. WILSON AO2032944
1/LT EDWARD D. CONNOR AO590351
SSGT STANLEY A. GISCLAIR AF18282534
A/1C CHARLES G. BAILEY AF14319306
A/1C GILBERT J. KOWALSKI AF17285296

CAPT JAMES E. SMITH AO692610
1/LT ARNOLD WINTER 18588A
CAPT THOMAS F. RYAN AO877101
1/LT JOHN E. KULPA JR. 20252A
CAPT KENNETH A. FUGETT AO671337
MSGT JOSEPH DONCHAK AF12313481
MSGT MICHAEL PLESHKO AF6257083
MAJ ROBERT P. PAULIN AO665331
1/LT LAWRENCE A.BROWN AO1849943
CAPT FRED F. JEFFERS AO563401
1/LT MILFORD SEABAUGH AO1910791
WOJG DENVER P. ELLIOT 951487E
CAPT JAMES E. STITT AO870632
A/1C MAX W. GOETZ AF13343000
A1/C DENNIS W. KRAFT AF16324548
A1/C SYDNEY J. MCREE AF14321988

CAPT GEORGE M. THARP AO2070562
1/LT ALBERT H. GOERING 18394A
1/LT JAMES C. SHELLEY AO729664
CAPT WIXON T. CROSBY AO2060251
CAPT ALOYSIUS J. KELLY AO712409
TSGT PAUL R. WHITE AF34149073
SSGT WILLIAN COLON AF12259331
MAJ LEWIS A. FOREMAN AO563020
CAPT SAMUEL W. COCKS AO563020
1/LT TRACY W. BAKER JR. AO813292
1/LT ROBERT R. LOCKE AO1904607
CAPT SIMON B. LABE AO587897
1/LT WILLIAM J. MCGEE AO1849140
TSGT IRA C. MUSE AF18179745
A/1C REUBIN D. NORDGREN AF27355545
A/1C LEONARD W. BAILEY AF11201413

CAPT HARRY J. EBLING AO817182
1/LT GEORGE L. DAFFENBACH AO1911707
2/LT JOHN D. VAUGHT AO1911707
MAJ SYDNEY PULLEN AO2045061
CAPT VIRGIL E. PRINE AO2063469
MSGT RUEBIN D. HARTLEY AF20414453
MSGT JOHN P. BODER AF13097967
MAJ HERBERT O. BOELTER AO859784
CAPT JACK E. BOOTH AO590230
CAPT VERNON E. RICHARDSON AO831802
CAPT JOHN F. COTA AO674564
1/LT WILLIAM J. GOREE AO2088154
1/LT JAMES F. HILL AO1693861
SSGT CLAUDE D. BARBOUR AF13262132
A/1C DONALD E. HARKER AF14233396
A/1C KENNETH E. LILLESTOL AF18285349

In the 55th, TDY wasn’t a way of life, it was the only way of life. Crews were all over the world
performing a variety of missions. We staged a massive TDY to Detachment #2, Mildenhall,
England in 1953. In the following pictures you will note quite a difference in the number of men
on a crew. The eight man crews are Tanker types, the sixteen men crews are ELINT and
those in between are Photo and weather.

Forbes Gunner Gives MIG Hot Reception
Fairbanks, Alaska, Mar 18 (AP)
A 30-year old Air Force Gunner from Ozark, Ark,
who returned the fire of a Soviet MIG-15 over the
Bering Sea last week, probably was one of the
first persons to sweat at 58 degrees below zero.
That was the temperature when TSgt Jesse Prim
peered thru his sights and pulled the trigger that
sent six guns into action in the top turrets of the
B-50 bomber, “The Laboring Lady”.
Prim said the Soviet jet was coming in fast and
flames and smoke from his guns were plainly
visible. He and other crewmembers shouted thru
the interphone when the MIG began shooting. Prim
said he didn’t hesitate when the bomber
commander, Lt Col Robert Rich shouted “fire back”.
I fired a burst of 20 rounds from each of the six
guns. I don’t think I hit him because there was so
little time to aim. The minute I began firing, the
Soviet jet broke its attack and dove underneath us.
It came up on the other side, curved away from us
and flew home.

Crew of Forbes Plane Attacked by Soviet Jets
Crew of the Forbes Air Force Base medium
bomber which was fired on Sunday by a
Russian-built MIG-15 fighter are shown in a
picture taken recently at Forbes. They are: left
to right, standing; Lt .Col. Robert S. Rich,
Baraboo, Wis; 1/Lt Harry Welch, Port Huron,
Mich; Lt. Col. William J.P. Griffin, Fernandina,
Fla; Maj. Anthony Barry, Capital heights, Md;
and W/O Daniel E. Marlin, Green Acres, Wash.
Kneeling, left to right: SSgt James martini,
Nogales, Ariz; TSgt Jesse Prim Jr., Ozark, Ark;
A/1C George A. Mairi, New Haven, Conn; MSgt
Thomas Okeefe, Punxsattawney, Pa; SSgt Jack
W. Davies, Scranton, PA; and A/1C Charles A.D.
Hall, Tacoma, Wash. Not pictured are: TSgt
Jesse R. Cope, Pressman’s Home, Tenn; and
SSgt Edward P. Abbott, Hermosa Beach, Calif.

“He never expected us to fire
back at him and he was
plenty surprised when we did.
We gave that attacker a hot
reception on a cold day.”
Prim is a veteran of ten years
of service in the Air Force.
He was a bomber-gunner in
European combat in the last
war.
Prim said his wife and three
children are in Burlingame, Kan. Near Topeka where the B-50 is permanently stationed.

They Sent Red Flyers Home
A pair of Soviet speedster fighters in MiGs
dropped out of the clouds over Alaskan
waters the other day, racing after a big U.S.
bomber they evidently counted a sitting duck.
Russians have been shooting down U.S.
and British planes in Europe without a shot
being fired in return. Some of them didn’t
even carry ammunition.
The MiGs in the far north opened fire upon
their intended victim. But this time it was
different. The bomber, “The Laboring Lady”,
a B-50 (RB-50, actually) from Forbes Air
Force Base, fired back.
The Reds broke off firing and raced for
home, the huge Russian base some 100
miles distant, much as you’ve seen a pup
skedaddle after he had pestered a big dog
until the latter growled and snapped at him.
That is why there is a different feeling now.
There’s even a new tone in the message
demanding satisfaction sent to Moscow from
Washington.
The country no more desires a war than it
ever did. But if there is to be shooting among
friends we also are going to shoot. We might
have saved lives, property and respect we
have lost as a world power if we had fired
back the first time they attacked.
Because this Forbes-trained crew knew
what to do and did it, its members today are
telling how the Reds turned for home.
Otherwise aviators would be seeking them
among the icy waters of the far north after
being shot down. Lt. Col. Robert S. Rich of
Baraboo, Wis., was the commander who
promptly ordered the fire returned. TSgt
Jesse L. Prim of Ozark, Ark., was the one
who opened fire with six guns from the top
turrets. The crew is made up of men from
Washington state, California, Connecticut,
Maryland, Florida and points between.
But they are all our boys now. They’ll be
back here one of these days.
Some
recognition of them by the community would
tell them we are proud that they knew what to
do and did it.
Home towns and families scattered from
the Pacific to the Atlantic, the Forbes
organizations and even the Air Force itself
would have a friendlier feeling for Topeka if
we made a gesture in honor of the airmen
who sent the Russians home.

This was a whole new ballgame.
The
Russians Pushed their claim for air space
from the three mile limit to twelve miles, then
fifty, then to whatever they thought they could
get away with.
Red fighters had been
shooting at and shooting down defenseless
aircraft at will. But what was this, one of them
shot back. That’s not fair! The high muckymucks decided to regroup and evaluate this
turn of events.
The U.S. was also evaluating what had
happened in hopes of getting smarter. For
some time, each engagement of this type
would change our tactics or rules. It was a
time of testing and experimentation for more
than
just
equipment
and
collection
techniques.
The cold war was beginning to heat up all
over the world. Aircraft, ours and others,
were being attacked more and more
aggressively in several spots. Some such as
the Caspian Sea became so hot, missions
were suspended or halted completely.
The mismatch was becoming more obvious
with each engagement. The RB-50 with all its
firepower was just no match for the much
faster MiG jet fighters. Four wings of RB-36
recon aircraft were built to perform exactly the
mission of the 55th, but were never used as
such. Again the thinking was that it would be
a sitting duck against the fast jets. The RB-45
was an all jet photo recon bird was ineffective
for many reasons. Another aircraft must be
prepared for this daily, global scale probing of
enemy defenses. The RB-47 was in the
works.

The following incident in July 1953 proved the
point only too well. Stan O’Kelly’s crew, TDY
to Yokota, was flying a routine (for the 55th)
recon mission along the Soviet coast.
Russian MiGs attacked the RB-50 causing it
to burst into flames and shooting off one wing.
Only the Co-pilot, John Roche, survived. An
account of the rescue begins on the next
page….

The 55th was heavily engaged in SAC’s “Spot Promotion” program. Spot promotions were temporary
promotions awarded to crewmembers that suffered considerable hardships due to extended TDYs
and were subject to high risk or one-way missions. The bomb crews got spots because they were
subject to fly a wartime mission from which they might not return. The 55th got spots because they
flew their wartime mission every day. These were vital, highly sensitive and extremely dangerous
missions. A spot promotion was damn little compensation for the job these crews did and the
hazards they faced as routine.
Spot promotions didn’t always go to the crew or individuals that most deserved them. The criteria for
awarding spots were carefully tailored to allow commanders to take care of the “Fair-haired” boys.
Many went through the program with their only spot being in their shorts.
The spot program began in 1947 and died a natural death in the mid-60s.
HEADQUARTERS
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND
Offutt Air Force base, Omaha, Nebraska
SPECIAL ORDERS)
NUMBER
221)

12 October 1953

1. DP, announcement is made of the temp “Spot” prom of fol-named off
Lead Aircrew members, to grade indicated in the USAF w/rank fr dt of this
order. AUTH: Sec 515, Off Pers Act of 1947; ltr, Hq USAF AFPDP-1, subj:
Spot Promotion of lead Aircrew members, 21 Jun 51 and msg, Hq USAF, AFPDC
51566, 30 Oct 52.
The RB-47s were on the way but would not satisfy the ELINT requirements as the “E” models were
photo aircraft. The RB-50 must carry the load until an ELINT version of the RB-47 could be delivered.
Forget the RB-36 for recon, but the B-36 was going big guns replacing the B-50s rapidly. The last of
the B-50s were collected at Biggs AFB, so the RB-50s were sent there also to fade away. Here the
mission and the TDYs went on as usual, but under the guise of a bomb Squadron, the 340th.
The orders below illustrate the RB-50 was alive and well at Forbes in late 1953, but the transfer was
under way in early 1954.
HEADQUARTERS
55TH STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE WING M (SAC)
Forbes Air Force base, Kansas
SPECIAL ORDERS)
NUMBER
221)

26 October 1953

1.
Ea of the fol-named indiv, orgn listed, 55th Strat Recon Wg M this sta
are apt Test Flt Crews for RB-50E and RB-50G type acft.

SPECIAL ORDERS)

HEADQUARTERS
97TH BOMBARDMENT WING, MEDIUM (SAC)
Biggs Air Force Base, Texas
27 April 1954

1.
The fol A/Cs and crews, 340th Bomb Sq, 97th Bomb Wg (M), SAC, this sta are
apt Test Flt Crews for RB-50E and RB-50G type acft. Auth: SAC Manual 66-12.

The RB-50 Test Flight Crews listed on the previous order from the 97th Bomb Wing listed the
following crews:
Lt. Col. Robert A. Dibbell
Maj. Warren L. Cole
Maj. George M. Tharp
Maj. Donald J. Whaley
Capt. George F. Penfield

Maj. Robert W. Marshall
Maj. Henry J. Ebling
Capt. Henry O. Benson
Capt. Stanley G. Wilson

Capt. Albert J. Lauer
Capt. Raymond P. Britton
Capt. Stanley G. Wilson
1/Lt. George W. Murphy

All the RB-50 crews on TDY were transferred by this order:
HEADQUARTERS
21ST AIR DIVISION (SAC)
Forbes Air Force Base
Topeka, Kansas
SPECIAL ORDERS)
NUMBER
75)
*****
E X T R A C T
3.
Fol Offs & Amn presently
rel dy & asgmt w/343rd Strat Recon
(21st Adiv 15AF – SAC), this sta &
Texas & upon compl of TDY WP Biggs

1 April 1954
****

TDY IAW 55th SR Wg Oprn Order 1-54, are
Sq M Elect, 55th Strat Recon Wg, M,
asgd to 340th Bomb Wg, (SAC) Biggs AFB,
AFB, Tex, RUAT Comdr, 340th ……………..

April orders transferred the following KB-29M Aircraft Commanders to Biggs:
Maj. Walter M. Hatcher Jr.
1/Lt Charles A. Archer
Capt. Morton W. Rader
Capt. John J. Cornelius
1/Lt Daniel F. Grasseschi
Capt. Roy A. Davis
Capt. Truman R. Theobald
Lt. Col. Thomas C. Hoffman
Capt. Paul F. Dostalek
Capt. Harry D. Campbell
Maj. Park B. Herrick Jr.
1/Lt J. T. Bennington
Capt. John T. Rees
And assigned the following duties:
Squadron Observer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Maj. James P. Cole
Asst. Operations Officer . . . . . . . . . . . .Maj. Paul H. Hamm
Squadron Observer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Maj. Harold Fulchum
Supply Officer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Capt. John Ramsaur
Asst. Operations Officer . . . . . . . . . . . .Capt. James E. Smith
Flightline Maint. Officer . . . . . . . . . . . . .Capt. Theodore H. Walsh
Intelligence Officer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Capt. Jean M.R. Audette
The following were on station and transferred on 13 April 1954:
Maj William K. Nelson
TSgt Byron S. Sawyer
A/2C William E. Gatchell Jr.
LTC Robert W. English
LTC Thomas F. Hoffman
SSgt Robert E. Jackson
Maj William R. Lowman
1/Lt John Marshalek
SSgt Victor L. Frazier
MSgt Louis G. Belcher
Capt. John W. Jones
SSgt Van B. Priestley
TSgt Michael P. Joyce
Capt William S. Boughton 1/Lt Charles A. Archer
Maj John T. O’Connor
Maj Bernard J. Morley
2/Lt Byron F. Wynn Jr.
A/2C Charles D. Burns
TSgt John T. Smear
2/Lt Julian T. Stewart
1/Lt Otto W. Bobo jr.
1/Lt George A. Sisley
SSgt Eugene A. Maylone
TSgt Lovell M. Parker
A/2C Richard L. Huber
A/1C James J. Gallagher Jr.
MSgt William J. Lamping
A/2C Douglas C. Browne
LTC Robert A. Dibbell
TSgt Francis R. Barnish
A/B Ronald M. Lefton
1/Lt Robert F. Nothnagel

Most transfers were complete at this time and the 340th was a totally self-supporting unit – more like
a Wing than a Squadron. These orders show some of the organizing of the time:
HEADQUARTERS
97TH BOMBARDMENT WING, MEDIUM (SAC)
Biggs Air Force Base, Texas
SPECIAL ORDERS)
NUMBER
99)

1 July 1954
E X T R A C T

8.
IAW Eighth AFR 51-8, Suppl 4, Eight AFR 14-5, SAC Reg 51-19, the
fol named indiv, 340th Bomb Sq, 97th Bomb Wg (M), SAC, this sta, are apt
Instr Gunners and Instr IFR Operators for the purpose on Instr duties and
Emrg Procedures checks. Eff 1 Jul 54. All prvious orders in conflict are
resc.
TSGT
SSGT
TSGT
SSGT
MSGT
TSGT

Ernest T Whalen
Joseph E Whittine
Dennis D Nelson
Victor L Frazier
Raymond Decker
Anthony f Davis

SSGT
TSGT
MSGT
MSGT
SSGT
MSGT

Earle C Pearson
William H Carothers
Firman E Moore
Junior Townsend
William D Graham
Lowell D Short

9.
FNO, 340th Bomb Sq (M), SAC, this sta, are dsg Instr Radar
Observers for type acft indicated for Inst dy and emrg procedures checks.
EFF 1 Jul 54. AUTH: AFR 60-7. SAC Reg 51-19. All previous apts of this
nature are resc.
MAJ Edmund B Edmundson
MAJ Bernard J Morley
MAJ Marvin G Walker
MAJ Forrest F Flagler
MAJ William R Lowman
CAPT Thomas R Dawes

CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
2/LT

Vincent A Thomas
Keith B Wright
James E Wharton
Lloyd B Hughes
Edgar B Sandford
Julian T Stewart

10.
IAW Eighth AFR 51-8 and UP AFR 60-4, FNO, 340th Bomb Sq, 97th
Bomb Wg (M), SAC, this sta, are apt Instrument Flight Examiners. All prev
apts on this nature are resc.
MAJ Warren L Cole
MAJ Henry J Ebling
MAJ Park B Herrick

MAJ Robert W Marshall
MAJ George M Tharp
CAPT Raymond P Britton

CAPT James E Smith
CAPT Morton P Bader
1/LT J.T. Bennington

11.
FNO, 340th Bomb Sq, 97th Bomb Wg, SAC this sta, are apt Instr
Navigator for type acft ind for Instr dy and Emrg Procedure checks. EFF 1
Jul 54. AUTH: AFR 60-7, SAC Reg 51-9. All prev orders are resc.
LTC Sydney Pullen
MAJ Edward V Fry
MAJ Craig T Winters
CAPT Charles C Stowe
CAPT Otho Robinson
CAPT William S Boughton

MAJ James R
MAJ William
MAJ William
CAPT Daniel
CAPT Julius
CAPT Fred C

Cole
K Nelson
C Bryan
W Davenport
F Sanks
Sutter

MAJ Charles J Enneking
MAJ David E Parker
CAPT Allen M Prince
CAPT Michael Evanco
CAPT John W Jones
1/LT John D Vaughn

The 97th Bomb Wing now owned a recon outfit which was spread out all over, so one of the first
orders of business was to number the places they would have crews.
HEADQUARTERS
97TH BOMB WING, MEDIUM (SAC)
Biggs Air Force Base, Texas
SPECIAL ORDER)

21 July 1954

1.
General Order number 6, this headquarters, dated 3 may 54,
pertaining to the organization of detachments of the 97th Bombardment
Wing, is recinded.
2.
Announcement is made of the organization of the following
detachments of the Headquarters 97th Bombardment Wing, Medium, eff 15
April 1954, at stations indicated. Detachments are further attached to
organizations indicated. Detachments are organized from resources within
the Headquarters 97th Bomb Wing. Auth: Air Force Regulation 20-38, SAC
Reg 20-3, SAC msg DPLMA 27471, 22 Apr 54, and 8AF msg D/PIM 67225, 28 Apr
54.
DETACHMENT
1

2

STATION
Mildenhall RAF Station
Ely, Suffolk, England

ATTACHMENT
3910 Air base Group
Mildenhall RAF Station

Yokota Air Base
Fussa, Honshu, Japan

91st Strat Recon Sq
Yokota AB, Japan

The 55th had crews on indeterminate TDY when the transfer took place. The 97th terminated the
TDYs as scheduled and executed the PCS move.
3.
Fol named Off & Amn, 343rd Strat Recon Sq, 55th Strat Recon Wg
M, this sta, will pro o/a 25 Feb 54 fr Forbes AFB, Kans to Mildenhall,
England, CIPAP, on TDY for an indeterminate pd for the purpose of SAC
Rotational Movement, (DOPF), Hq SAC, & UCWR to Forbes AFB, Kans.
Immunizations IAW…
HEADQUARTERS
810TH AIR DIVISION (SAC)
Biggs Air Force Base, Texas
DADJ
SUBJECT:
TO:

LETTER ORDER #1019

22 November 1954

Termination of Indeterminate TDY
Personnel Concerned

1.
VOC terminating Indet TDY is hereby announced EFF 4 Jun 54,
relating to Off & Amn presently Asgd 340th BomSq, 97th BomWg (M), SAC,
this sta, placed on TDY by LTRO #21AG/820, HQ 21st Adiv, dtd 5 Oct 53,
which was Amnd to read: “on TDY for an indef pd”, by Para 4, LTRO
#21AG/831, 97th BomWg (M), SAC, this sta, while deployed on TDY, by para 4
SO #75, Hq, 21st Adiv, dtd 1 Apr 54.

Staff Meeting

High-Level Planning Conference

Now let’s talk about confusion for a minute. Try to establish correct dates and actions from stuff like
this. The crew left Forbes under orders from the 55SRW. Now they find themselves at Detachment #2
of the 97BW as part of the 340BS, but assigned to the 91SRS (which was part of the far East Air
Command) with orders being issues by the 35th Fighter Wing turning them over to a MATS outfit for
some reason. They would report to Biggs AFB at the end of the TDY. Recon has always been a
“Bastard” outfit, but this is ridiculous.
HEADQUARTERS
35TH FIGHTER INTERCEPTOR WING (FEAF)
APO 328, San Francisco, California
SUBJECT:

Letter Orders Number

TO:

Individual Concerned

139

6 November 1954

LT COL ROBERT A DIBBELL AO818640, Det #2, 97th Bomb Wg now TDY
w/91st Strat Recon Sq, this base, WP o/a 6 Nov 54 to Hq 1501st Air Transp Gp
(MATS), Travis Air Force Base, California

This was the 343rd Day Room left behind at Forbes in 1954.

91ST STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE SQUADRON (M) PHOTO
APO328
FLIGHT ORDER)

DATE:

7 October 1954

1.
The fol named indivs will pro o/a 9 Oct 54 in RB-50G type acft
No. 47-147 from Yokota AB, Japan to Eielson AFB, Alaska, CIPAP, for the
purpose of accom Msn No. _________ and _________ and upon compl of flt (s)
will rtn to proper sta o/a 20 Oct 54.
Gr., Name, AFSN
Orgn
DIBBELL, ROBERT A, LT COL, AO818640
NOTHNAGELL, ORBERT P, 1/lt, AO781973
NELSON, WILLIAM K, MAJ, AO71743
ENGLISH, ROBERT W, LT COL, AO724031
LOWMAN, WILLIAM R. MAJ, AO685663
BELCHER, LEWIS G, MSGT, AF9309909
HAMMIL, JOSEPH J, SSGT, AF23739977
O’CONNOR, JOHN T, MAJ, AO2098868
BURNS, CHARLES D, A2C, AF14399273
BECKLEY, DON A, SSGT, AF13394196
BOB, OTTO W JR, 1/LT, AO2090439
PARKER, LORELL M, TSGT, AF38024728
LAMPING, WILLIAM J, MSGT, AF39928229
BARNISH, FRANCIS R, TSGT, AF31415124
SAWYER, BYRON S, TSGT, AF14263348

Dy
Det
Det
Det
Det
Det
Det
Det
Det
Det
Det
Det
Det
Det
Det
Det

#2,
#2,
#2,
#2,
#2,
#2,
#2,
#2,
#2,
#2,
#2,
#2,
#2,
#2,
#2,

91SRSAC
91SRSPlt
91SRSNav
91SRSNav
91SRSVO
91SRSET
91SRSRO
91SRSJO
91SRSJIG
91SRSJIG
91SRSJIG
91SRSJIG
91SRSCFC
91SRSLG
91SRSTG

These are the crew barracks at Yokota in 1954. The walls separating the rooms and forming the halls
were made of compressed paper shreds. Note the prime mode of transportation around the barracks –
bicycles.

When in Japan . . .

I include these two awards to the 91SRS because I’m convinced the 55SRW crews had quite a
bearing on them as we were assigned to the 91st for all our operations in the Far East. Take it
for what it’s worth.
HEADQUARTERS
FAR EAST AIR FORCES
GENERAL ORDERS)
Number
74)

21 May 1954

DISTINGUISHED UNIT CITATION – Award ………………………………………………………………….II
II.
DISTINGUISHED UNIT CITATION. As authorized by Executive order 9396,
the following unit is cited under the provisions of Air Force Regulation 35-75,
in the name of the President of the United States as public evidence of deserved
honor and distinction. The citation reads as follows:
The 91st Strategic reconnaissance Squadron, Medium, Photo, Yokota Air
Base, Japan, distinguished itself by extraordinary heroism against an armed enemy
of the United States during the Korean conflict from 1 may 1953 to 27 July 1952.
During that period, the squadron accomplished the entire Strategic reconnaissance
requirements for the Far East Theater.
While flying more than 240 combat
missions the squadron mapped or photographed targets and areas encompassing
50,000 linear miles
At all times the crews flew alone and unescorted into the
most remote areas under enemy control, repeatedly encountering intense antiaircraft fire and fighter interception.
The intelligence data obtained was of
extreme importance both to the Far East Air Forces and the United States Air
Force in planning strategic operations in the far east. The unswerving devotion
to duty displayed by the personnel of the 91st Strategic Reconnaissance Squadron
and their innumerable acts of courage and valor in the face of enemy opposition
reflected great credit upon themselves, the Far East Air Forces and the United
States Air Force.
_________________________________________________________________________________
__
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON
GENERL ORDERS)
Number
36)
****

13 October 1954

****

****

VII.
AIR FORCE OUTSTANDING UNIT AWARD. – By direction of the Secretary of the
Air Force, under the provisions of General Orders 1, Department of the Air Force,
1954, the Air Force Outstanding Unit Award is awarded to the following unit:
****

****

****

The 91st Strategic reconnaissance Squadron, Medium, Photo, distinguished
itself by exceptional meritorious service of international significance from 29
July 1953 to 1 June 1954, while carrying out the entire strategic reconnaissance
effort in the Far East Theater.
During this period, its combat reconnaissance
crews participated in numerous flights that provided the Far East Air Forces and
the United States Air Force Headquarters with vital intelligence data of the
utmost importance in planning future operations and in the defense of the United
States and the Far East. In most instances these sorties were flown unescorted
and in remote areas, often under adverse weather conditions, with limited chances
of survival in the event of an extreme emergency.
By the superior manner in
which it has carried out its mission and by its exemplary valor and devotion to

duty, the 91st Strategic Reconnaissance Squadron has reflected great credit upon
itself and the United State Air Force.

1954 was a time of big changes for the 55th. It was the beginning of the transition to jet aircraft and
brought about many more changes than just airplanes. The RB-47E was strictly for photographic
reconnaissance and could not perform SAC’s ELINT mission, which was still a high priority. That’s
why the RB-50s were kept operational at Biggs along with all required support. These crews were
earmarked for the jet program but had to continue paying the rent while their jets were designed and
built. Most of these men would come back to the 55th to fly jets.
The 55SRW didn’t go all jet because of the KC-97G tankers. We stocked the 55ARS with 97s while
the KB-29s went along with the RB-50s.
This February 54 order assigned a 55th Pilot to Advanced Flying School to learn to fly the new jet
bomber, B-47. Some of the changes in store for Forbes were: the shape of aircraft, the speed of
aircraft, the sounds, the smells, the terminology used by crew members and attitudes.
8.
1/ LT THOMAS J MCMILLAN, AO590775, 38th Strat recon Sq, 55th
Strat recon Wg, M, this sta, wil pro o/a 13 Feb 54 fr Forbes AFB, Kans to
Pinecastle AFB, Fla., CIPAP, on TDY for aprx eighty (80) days for the
purpose of attending Adv Fly School (Med Bomb Jet, B-47), (DPUO) and UCMR
Forbes AFB, Kans. Class starting dt is 16 Feb 54. Off w/rpt 0800 hrs 16
Feb 54. Off w/b trained in Pilot Crew Position. Individual fly, med and
Dental rcd w/b handcarried by off.

THE NEW SHAPE OF THINGS

THE OLD AND THE NEW

From all the junk in front of the RB-47E in this publicity picture it’s clear that the
aircraft can carry bombs, cameras and a six-month supply of toilet paper.

This is the J-47 jet engine on a test stand at Forbes in 1954. A far cry from the enormous
radials of the RB-50s.

The Boeing poop-sheet on the RB-47E reads as
follows:
The RB-47E Stratojet is a six-jet sweptwing
reconnaissance plane built for the U.S. Air
Force Strategic Air Command. It is generally
similar in dimensions and performance to the
standard B-47 medium bomber.
It’s designed as a long-range, day or night,
high or low altitude photo recon plane. Instead
of a bomb load, it has an airconditioned
camera compartment in its fuselage.
Like other B-47s, it carries a three man crew.
The Navigator-Bombardier is designated
photographer-navigator in the RB-47E. At his
station in the forward section of the plane, he
operates all cameras by a remote control
system. The aircraft is equipped for aerial
refueling. It is 34 inches longer than the B-47
and has more windows than its bomber
counterpart.
RB-47E SPECIFICATIONS
Sweepback: 35 degrees
Weight: 230,000 pounds
Speed: 600 MPH class
Ceiling: 40,000 feet plus
Armament: two 20MM cannons in radar
directed tail turret
Crew: Pilot, Co-pilot, Photo-nav
Power: Six GE J47 turbojets with more than
6,000 pounds thrust each.
Provision also for 33 ATO rockets of 1,000
pounds thrust each.
Power increased by 22% for take-off using
water injection.

The RB-47 brought with it a new curiosity called “Oil-Canning”. The skin would pop under certain
loads, temperatures, etc. It was quite unsettling when first encountered and could scare the daylights
out of the crew. More than a few flights were terminated due to oil-canning before it was learned
what it was and why it occurred. Soon we learned which aircraft oil-canned and when. Some were
much worse than others. A couple of them would sing to you the entire flight.

Aerial Reconnaissance Receives
First Big Push in World War 1
Reconnaissance is defined as an examination of a territory to gain
This is a pretty good rundown on
Information of enemy troops, of the terrain, of or the enemy’s
the RB-47E camera systems, but
resources. From the beginning of time, reconnaissance has been a
it left out a few things. There was
vital factor in man’s struggle for existence with his neighbor. However, no mention of the Brownie carried
it was not until the first world war that reconnaissance received its first
by all Co-pilots for taking pictures
push into the air on a routine basis.
of the reflections on the inside of
The efforts at aerial reconnaissance during WWI, crude as judged
the canopy. It also failed to credit
Against today’s reconnaissance standards, were nevertheless of trementhe ‘E’ with being able to cool 42
dous tactical value. But more important than the immediate military
cases of been in the camera
value of this crude product, which had little influence beyond the front
compartment by going to twenty
line trenches, was the fact that the value of aerial reconnaissance was
thousand for half an hour. It later fully
realized.
became a haven for Crows,
Technological advances in the fields of aviation and photography
where they could dead-head
Were not again utilized as a packaged unit until the beginning of World
while sleeping in the aisle for
War two. At that time, with aircraft able to reach the enemy’s interior
twelve hours or more on Weather
Industrial areas and return with photographs taken by equipment
Bravo.
Especially for high altitude photography, the full meaning of reconaissance was realized.
So much emphasis was placed upon this phase of aerial warfare that at times it was impossible to fulfill all the
Requirements placed upon it. By the end of the war it was a generally recognized fact that about 80 per cent of our intelligence
information was derived solely from aerial photographic reconnaissance.
Factors generally affecting the accomplishment of photo recon are range, speed, altitude and the ability to evade enemy reactions
and weather. One of the primary aircraft used by the Air Force for this purpose toady is the six-jet RB-47. When fully loaded for a
recon sortie, the aircraft operates eight cameras, including a camera whose sole purpose is to record the constantly changing radar
scope presentation.
An RB-47 on a daylight reconnaissance sortie can carry as much as 2,830 feet of film and is capable of photographing an
unbroken stretch of terrain over 2,000 miles in length. This type of photography would be employed only on search type missions,
that is, looking for suspected installations. In the main, photographs are taken of selected or known targets on which immediate up
to the minute coverage is required by our intelligence agencies. Using all cameras available on such a mission, it is possible to
photograph an installation in such detail that even from a very high altitude people can be spotted walking in the streets.
CAMERA INSTALLATIONS
Tri Metrogon – three cameras for charting purposes.
Split Vertical – two cameras, large scale for height and structure analysis.
Prime Vertical – a variety of cameras for different purposes.
Forward Oblique – nose camera takes photos 30 miles ahead when at altitude.
Radar – 33mm camera mounted on radar scope.
Film Size – 9 ½” x 390’ for 9”x9” or 9” x 18” photographs.

While the group at Forbes played with their shiny new airplanes and learned to fly them half decent, the RB50s continued to carry the load.
HEADQUARTERS
35TH FIGHTER-INTERCEPTOR WING (FEAF)
APO 328 San Francisco, California
7. FNOA, presently TDY to 6091st Recon Sq, this sta, fr 97th BW, Biggs AFB,
Texas (SAC) are reld fr TDY & w/rtn to proper orgn eff o/a 5 feb 55.
LT COL ROBERT A DIBBELL AO 818640
LT COL ROBERT W ENGLISH AO724031
MAJ WILLIAM R LOWMAN AO685663
MAJ WILLIAM K NELSON AO717143
1/LT OTTO W BOBO AO2090439
CAPT ROBERT P NOTNAGEL AO781973

Happy Landings 4,000 Miles Distant

A parachute brake billows from behind the first RB-47 to
Land at the Fifth-fifth wing’s temporary base in French
Morocco. The plane, piloted by Col. O.F. Lassiter, wing
Commander, arrived after spending approximately 16 hours
in the air. A mock combat mission flown by the wing took
the jets up the Spanish coast and back over Algeria.

Col. O.F. Lassiter, commander of the 55th,
assists a fellow crew member – his police
dog, Bo – out of their RB-47, “City of Topeka”
after completing the 16 hour trip between
Forbes and North Africa. Helping from the ground
are Col. Roger Howard deputy wing commander,
Maj. Ernest A LeValley, operations officer and
an unidentified airman.

The 55th had shiny new toys to play with, so a
game was in order. The force deployed to North
Africa for no known reason. Here they reveled
for a couple of months before coming home and
getting down to more serious games.

At right are two shots from the approach to
Ben Guerir Airfield.

Col. Roger Howard (right), deputy wing commander,
shows Col. O.F. Lassiter, wing commander to a jeep
after he arrived in the “City Of Topeka”, Boeing’s
1,001st B-47, which had been christened at Forbes last
year by Mrs, George Schnellbacher, wife of the mayor.
Brig. Gen. Charles B. Dougher, Fifth Air Division commander, (left) and several unidentified airmen stand by.

Maj, Vernon V. Ferguson, pilot, Lt, Robert Walker
co-pilot, and Capt. Jack E. Brown, observer, check
a log after arriving at Ben Guerir Air Force base.
Their plane was the last fifty-fifth wing jet to arrive
here from Forbes.

There were other B-47s
Already in Morocco.
Here we see one of our
RB-47Es parked beside
A bomber.

But You Can’t Hardly get There from Here
The sign looks familiar, but somehow the rest of the landscape doesn’t seem to fit. A/2C Harvey T. Boyd (left)
and A/2C Ray E, Pearce think as they examine Ben Guerir’s Topeka Ave. in French Morocco, which runs for
about two blocks through the big base’s supply area. Unlike Topeka, Ben Guerir has no freshly painted courtesy
ride stands. But then it doesn’t have many cars either.
With Forbesmen in French Morocco -

TWO BUSSES DAILY TO TOWN – BUT THEY DON’T COME BACK
With the 55th wing in Morocco – “We have 17,000 acres here,” an officer in the fifty-fifth said as he surveyed
a broad expanse of dry grass and granite boulders at the TDY base, “and every 20 acres has something on it. .
.somewhere.”
Visitors familiar with Forbes’ neat blocks and intersections are usually startled to get such directions as: “The
airstrip? Oh, that’s about six miles east and a mile south.” Or “See that water tank way over there on the
horizon? Just head for that and keep on about three miles past it and you’ll be at the PX.”
Even the most enthusiastic Corgi riders sat they’d never imagined a place where the little scooters would be so
handy.
Shuttle busses provide transportation for the wheel-less majority, but as the busses stop at every point in the
sprawling base, transportation is extremely slow.
Key officers and sections have been assigned jeeps, but a jeep shortage developed early in the TDY.
Footsore airmen turn to stare at a passing Corgi as if it were a platinum-plated Rolls Royce, and even a ragged
Arab pumping an ancient bike looks like a bloated capitalist.
Even a Corgi, however, would not be a complete answer, unless you are the sort of person who considers a day
of bronco-busting refreshing and competes in six-day bicycle races.
The road to town is 45 miles long, most of it over the same rocky plain, some over desert and a good part over a
range of mountains.
Busses to town leave the base twice a day on weekdays. The only hitch is they don’t come back. The first bus
back leaves around 6 am, depending on how long it takes the driver to shave and eat breakfast.
On weekends, they go both ways, but otherwise the only way to get back is to hire a cab for 5,000 Francs or
about $14. Unless an airman lives in town, it doesn’t pay to make frequent visits.
The transportation picture isn’t all black. Any doctor can tell you that walking is a wonderful exercise!

Finally the long trip is over
and we are on the ground,
unpacked, moved in and
deeply engrossed in the
military’s most revered
activity – milling around.

A thoroughly trained, fully equipped,
highly motivated SAC crew member
ready for national emergencies,
nuclear war or a trip to town.

OFFICER’S CLUB

BEN GUERIR BARRACKS

Forbesmen Buy 15-Cent
Cigarets in North Africa
French Morocco, May 25

Lead aircraft of the fifty-fifth Strat Recon Wing’s 16 hour flight
and simulated combat mission to French Morocco touched down
at 12:45 pm Morocco time, mayb18, piloted by Col. O.F. Lassiter,
wing commander. On his crew were Capt Burton Barrett, pilot,
and Maj. William Duda, observer. A fourth member, not on the
regular crew, was Col. Lassiter’s police dog, well known to
Forbesmen.
The first Forbes RB-47 to land here was that of Capt. M.L.
Adams, of the 38SRS, with Capt W.A. Britton as pilot and Capt.
Keith L. Cunningham as observer. Captain Adams was forced to
cancel part of his simulated mission due to an inflight refueling
difficulty.
The crews, along with those of two other aircraft, which landed
shortly afterward, completed debriefing and interrogation, while
the photos they took enroute were being rushed to the recon
tech lab. There they were processed and analyzed by experts
from the 815th Recon Tech Sq.

Lt. Walter Garner of the 55th wing tries on a pair of shoes at a
native shop in Marrakech. High pressure salesmanship is not
confined to the U.S.A., Garner found, when his Arab guide shoved him onto a chair and began untying his shoes before a
word was spoken. After trying on twenty pairs of shoes the pilot managed to escape without buying.

Meanwhile, aircraft were being refueled
and readied, and could presumably take
off on another mission with minimum
delay, if the need be.
Additional aircraft were landing at
regular intervals and following the same
procedure, until the entire fifty-fifth Wing
had completed the move to North Africa.
The Stratojets made the flight non-stop,
being refueled twice by KC-97 tanker
aircraft.
Business as usual describes the Fiftyfifth Strat Recon wing, which has set up
shop here in French Morocco. The huge
transfer of men and material came off with
only one accident reported thus far – one
airman cut his hand slightly on an inflight
ration can.
For the past week and a half, under Col.
Roger Howard and Maj, Arthur K. Leatherwood, the men have been feeling out the conditions under which they will work for
the next 90 days.

Lt Walter C. Gardner, an RB-47 copilot in the Fifty-fifth, takes a picture of some native shops during his
first visit to Marrakech, about 40 miles from the base. The shops, where Arab and Berber craftsmen
make and sell everything from kitchen utensils to camel saddles, extend for miles thru the narrow
twisting streets, many of which are covered. There are no streetlights and the area is Off Limits to
military personnel after dark.

338TH STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE SQUADRON
CREW ROSTER
1 JUN 1955

N01
THOMAS, LEO E.
MONTS, RUFUS M. III
HEATH, CARL T. JR.

R14
OWENS, HUGH S.
RICK, GEORGE H.
SEANGER, GLENN D.

R02
MATHER, DONALD E.
McCAIN, GARVIN M.
GOEDEN, ERVIN H.

R15
THACKER, ALLIE A.
BURKHART, MORRIS C.
TOOMEY, JOHN W.

N03
BARRETT, BURTON S.
KANE, ROBERT M.
NADEAU, JAMES E.

R16
THOMAS, RICHARD F.
PECUKONIS, ALPHONSE
WILKENSON, MILTON D.

R04
LAUGHIN, HARLAN L.
SMITH, ROBERT L.
ROBISON, THOMAS S.

N17
MILLER, DON E.
MOBERLY, JOHN K.
OLIVER, EUGENE A.

R05
HUBBARD, ROBERT S.
MUTUAL, EUGENE S.
VARVA, MARTIN JR.

N18
LUBISCHER, MEZ P.
HEATH, ROBERT K.
CEARLEY, HENRY K.

R06
BRISCOE, JAMES B.
GOODBERLET, CLARANCE J.
MILLER, J.D.

R13
ELIAS, WILLIAM
ROBERTS, LOUIS A. JR.
FRINDT, LEONARD N.

R08
STEVENS, VIRGIL H
WHEELER, CARLYLE F.
BURCH, LELAND F.

OBSVR SQ
GERARD, HAROLD W.

R09
LEGARD, LEO C.
MARTINEAU, HORACE W.
INDORF, LUVERNE E.

R10
AYLSWORTH,. WARREN R.
CHAMBLEE, MARION F.
GILMOUR, LOUIS B. JR.

R11
CAMAN, PAUL R.
SMITH, KENNETH S.
DORRA, ANDREW J.

R12
BALTES, GEORGE E.
CUMMINS, AARON C.
TATE, THEODORE R.

SPARE
JACKSON, THOMAS E.
WILKINSON, WILLIAM E.
LIGHT, RICHARD S.
MARTIN, ROBERT B.
SOUTER, JAMES L. JR.
DICKERSON, LEWIS H.

3. Ea of the FNOA, 4024th BomRon, 97th BomWg, SAC, this sta WP o/a 15 Sep 55 to March
B, Calif. Rpt to 15th RTS at 1300 hrs 16 Sep 55 on TDY for aprx 3 days for the purpose of
tend Conf 15AF Recon tech Sq. DPUO and UCWR Biggs AFB, Tex.

Name, AFSN
JOR WARREN L. COLE, AO824424, AC
JOR MARVIN L. WALKER, AO2086437, VO
PT DENVER P. ELLIOTT, AO2260837, JO
PT JOHN J. PROVANZANO, AO 688409, JO
PT CLARENCE P. WEBER, AO928683, N
GT NORRIS L. BALLARD, AF16031676, RO
GT STANLEY F. ONDRUS, AF 16265365, J
1C EDWARD M. BORRIS, AF12429119, J
1C ROBERT G. KNAPP, AF37289568, J
2C BOBBIE E. HUCKLEBERRY, AF19495232, J

TYPE CLNC
TOP SEC
TOP SEC
TOP SEC
TOP SEC
TOP SEC
TOP SEC
TOP SEC
TOP SEC
TOP SEC
TOP SEC

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Office of the Chief of Staff
United States Air Force
Washington, D.C.
25 October 1955
SUBJECT:

Letter of Commendation

TO:

Commander-in-Chief
Strategic Air Command
Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska

1.
I commend the 55th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing and the three
participating crews thereof, commanded by Major Warren r. Aylsworth,
Captain Burton S. Barrett and Captain Paul R. Ceman, for their performance
in winning the P. T. Cullen Award in the 1955 Strategic Air Command
Reconnaissance and navigation Competition. These crews demonstrated
superior capabilities in winning the P/T. Cullen trophy for the best
overall performance in the competition as well as top honors in the photo
phase and the navigation phase.
2.
In the conviction that the striking potential of the Untied
States Air Force is our greatest deterrent to war, I am particularly
pleased to give special recognition to the effort of these crews for their
outstanding performance.
3.
Colonel Olbert F. Lassiter, Commander, 55th Strategic
reconnaissance Wing, and each member of the combat and maintenance crews
concerned are to be congratulated on this outstanding achievement.

S/t/ N.F. TWINING
Chief of Staff, United States Air Force

7
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Col O F Lassiter (55SRW CO), Col Charles Eisenhart (91SRW CO) and Col George L Robinson (90SRW
CO) await the weather briefing prior to takeoff in the final round of competition.
The PT Cullen Award is an impressive sterling silver trophy named in honor of Brigadier General Paul T
Cullen. Prior to his death in the crash of a C-124 in March 1952, Gen Cullen was one of the leading

authorities in photo reconnaissance. This trophy is presented to the top wing in the annual SAC
Reconnaissance, Photo and Navigation Competition.

Born as Pursuit Group, 55th Wing
Now Ace Recon Outfit

Sharpest eyes in SAC! These are crews from the 55th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing (SAC) stationed at
Forbes, who won the P.T. Cullen Award in the SAC Fourth Annual Reconnaissance-Navigation Competition at
Lockbourne AFB in Sep 1955.
Pictured above, l-r, are: Capt Burton Barrett, Capt George Finefrock, Major Warren Aylsworth, !/Lt Marion
Chamblee, Capt Paul Ceman, Capt Kennerth Smith, Capt Andrew Corra, Capt Louis Gillmour, Capt James
McDonnell and wing commander Col O.F. Lassiter.
Holding the P.T. Cullen award in the center is Capt Ceman. Col Lassiter holds the First Place award in Best
Wing, Navigation. The trophy held by Capt Barrett and Maj Aylsworth is the best Wing, Overall Photography
award.
__________________________________________________________________________________

The 55th Wing has the sharpest eyes in SAC, as demonstrated by their winning the prized Cullen
Trophy for taking first place honors in the Strategic Air Command’s fourth annual Reconnaissance and
Navigation Competition held in September at Lockbourne Air Force Base, Ohio. Besides the wing’s
triumph in both navigation and photography, individual crews of the 55th took second and third place
in separate crew categories.
Colonel Olbert F. Lassiter is commander of the 55th Strategic reconnaissance Wing, with Colonel
Rodger L. Howard deputy commander, Lt. Colonel James Giannatti is director of personnel, Lt. Colonel
Richard Ragland director of operations and Lt. Colonel Dace Garrison is director of materiel.
The 55th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing had its origin as the 55th Pursuit Group, activated on
January 15, 1941 at Hamilton Field, California and renamed the 55th Fighter group in May 1942.
The 55th Fighter Group compiled an impressive list of battle honors during the war years over the
continent of Europe, receiving battle credit for participation in the campaigns of Normandy, Northern
France, Ardennes-Alsace, Central Europe and the Rhineland. Distinguished Unit Citations were
awarded the group for escorting heavy bombers on European missions during periods of vital action
over the continent in September 1944 and over Germany in February 1945.

The 55th Fighter Group was inactivated after the close of the hostilities, while the group was in
Germany, in August 1946. In February 1947 the 55th Fighter Group was redesignated as the 55th
Reconnaissance Group and activated at MacDill Field, Florida.
In July 1948 the 55th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing was activated at Forbes Air Force Base, then
known as Topeka Air Force base, and the 55th Strategic reconnaissance Group was incorporated into
it. However, after a short existence the newly formed wing was inactivated at Forbes AFB on October
14, 1949.
Upon the outbreak of hostilities in Korea, the 55th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing was reactivated at
Ramey Air Force Base, Puerto Rico, on November 1, 1950 and on the same date the 38th, 338th and
343rd Strategic Reconnaissance Squadrons were activated at Barksdale Air Force Base and
concurrently assigned to the wing. At first assigned to the Second Air Force of SAC, the 55th Wing
was reassigned to the Fifteenth Air Force in September of 1952 and on October 1 moved from Ramey
to Forbes Air Force Base, where it had originated.
In June 1954, the 55th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing initiated its conversion from RB-50 aircraft to
the new RB-47s, with transition training of tactical crews beginning at McConnell Air Force Base,
Wichita, that month and the last of the RB-50s being phased out of the wing on June 10 (However, the
RB-50s were moved to Biggs Air Force Base as part of a bomb wing and continued to conduct
reconnaissance operations worldwide while waiting for the ELINT version of the RB-47 to become
operational.). A new flying era began for the wing with the arrival of the first RB-47 aircraft on
September 27, 1954, and in January 1955 the final increment of jet aircraft for the wing brought the
total to 45 RB-47s. After months of conversion training, the 55th Wing crews successfully
accomplished their graduation mission on May 3-5, 1955 and on May 17 deployed the RB-47s to a
TDY base.
After a successful TDY tour, the 55th Wing began to return to Forbes Air Force Base, with lead
aircraft arriving in August.

It is interesting to note that the original “City of Topeka” had been sent to the ‘bone-yard’, yet the RB-50s were
still active daily in worldwide Strategic Reconnaissance. At this time SAC denied having any B-50s flying
anywhere. The people around Biggs AFB asked, “If there are no more B-50s, what is this flying around here
every day?”
The RB-47 “City of Topeka” was the aircraft flown by Colonel Lassiter on the North African deployment.

I have orders for this same month, March 1956, releasing one of our RB-50s from TDY with the 6007th
Reconnaissance Group in Japan and assigning another crew to take their place. On these TDYs we were
assigned to the 6091st Recon Squadron at Yokota.

“Iron Mike” returns from Turkey to begin his reign of terror over the crews.
14.
MAJ (Primary AFSC 1245A) CHARLES D. RAFFERTY, 15634A, Headquarters,
55th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing M, this station (SAC), is relieved from Primary
Duty as Commander, Det #4, and assigned Primary Duty as Deputy Director of
Operations with no change in Duty AFSC. Functional acct is changed from 01000 to
27000. Eff 17 Jul 58.

These orders direct one of the early deployments of “Tell Two” crews to Turkey, and an “H” crew
bound for Japan.
HEADQUARTERS
21ST AIR DIVISION (SAC)
United States Air Force
Forbes Air Force Base, Kansas
SPECIAL ORDERS)
NUMBER
A-699)

18 Jul 1958

1.
So much of para 1 SO A-629, this HQ current series relating to the TDY
of following named officers, 343rd Strategic reconnaissance SQ, SAC, this sta to
TUSLOG 50 APO 289, NY as reads: will proceed o/a 10 Jul 58, is amended to read:
will proceed o/a 24 Jul 58, is further amended to delete: Each individual is
authorized to ship 145 pounds baggage including excess by military aircraft,
commercial acft and/or railroad, is further amended to include: Each officer is
auth to ship 140 pounds baggage including excess when traveling in ZI and 165
pounds baggage including excess when traveling outside the ZI.
MAJ DONALD N ARMSTRONG 37449A
1LT KENNETH E KIRBY AO2209058
CAPT JACK E BROWN 41764A
CAPT DONALD R GRIGSBY AO88668A
1LT ROBERT D LOUKOTA 49631A

MAJ STACY B WARDEN 39931A
1LT REGIS F A URSCHLER AO3057295
CAPT HARRY C NEWMAN AO2090236
CAPR CARNELE M GARGANO 45261A
MAJ WALLACE K MEYERS AO575738

2.
Following named officers, 343rd Strategic reconnaissance SQ, SAC, this
sta will proceed on or about 25 Jul 58 from Forbes AFB, Kans to Det #2, APO 328,
San Francisco, Calif on TDY for an indefinite period for the purpose of SAC
Rotational Movement. Upon completion thereof will return to Forbes AFB, Kans.
Officers have been granted a Top Secret clearance for this period of TDY. CIPAP
auth. Immunizations will be accomplished in accordance with AFR 160-102 and SACR
160-1 immediately. Each officer is auth to ship 140 pounds baggage including
excess when traveling in the ZI and 165 pounds when traveling outside the ZI. HQ
USAF directed. TDN 5793500 948-132 P531.10 SO4100 (0211) 45967 533.3 S504100
Auth: AFM 35-11, SAC Supplement 1 and 8AF supplement 1 thereto and 8AF operations
order 29-58. Voucher for reimbursement will be submitted within 15 days after
completion of travel.
MAJ JAMES G WOOLBRIGHT AO833810
CAPT DONALD L THOMAS AO2226084
MAJ SAMUEL E PIZZO AO2056292
MAJ ROY M SCOTT AO668793
1/LT ADRIAN WEIGART AO3009138
1LT ROGER C WILLIAMSON AO3048856

We had just completed an outstanding project with aircraft #281, which performed flawlessly. It was turned right
around and taken to OL-1 by Palm’s crew. It was shot down before we finished the paperwork from our TDY at
OL-3. This original document had George Baltes’ comment on it concerning the fate of the airplane.

This is what happens when you let “Staff Weenies” fly your airplane. All the OL-2 staff went out to fly for pay and
broke our airplane. The only injury was to Carcich when he jumped off the wing, Riley really greased it in. The
crew’s main complaint was that they got awfully hungry flying around for 24 hours. It was brought to their attention
during debriefing that they had been sitting on ample food throughout the ordeal. The survival kits had plenty of
food and water in them.

It required very little work to get 302 flyable again and very little more before it was once again operational.
However it did pick up a couple of new traits like a slight twist in the fuselage. You could no longer line up the
sextant on the tail as it was leaning slightly. Also the left wing would stall well before the right one, making landings
a work of art or just work.

The poor crew had to find some way to pass the time in Japan while another aircraft was readied and sent to them.
Seems like I read that it was about this time the Japanese economy began its meteoric rise.

When we received the first Tell-Two aircraft they did not have numbers on them. This caused several
mix-ups and anxious moments. An example was a malfunction requiring an engine change. Two of
the aircraft were in the hangar, so in compliance with Murphy’s Law, the engine was changed on the
wrong aircraft.

CUBA
Then there was the Cuban missile crisis. President Kennedy issued a warning to the Soviets and set
up programs to monitor their activities. No more offensive missiles were to be shipped into Cuba and
the ones already there were to be dismantled and returned to Russia. It was a 55th RB-47 that spotted
and photographed the missile laden Soviet freighter bound for Cuba. Kennedy then issued the
ultimatum and we prepared for war. The 55th had already paid dearly for this crisis through the loss of
two crews. Two crews and aircraft were lost on takeoff during the search for the missiles – one due to
contaminated water-alcohol and other lost an outboard engine at liftoff. The Reds gave in and pulled
the missiles out of Cuba. A program of constant observation was initiated to confirm the missile
removal and assure that others were not snuck in. The RB-47H and U-2 were given this dismal task.
Our daily Cuban cruises were known as “Common Cause”.
This daily grind can best be described by the name it eventually evolved to, which was “Lost Cause”. It
began with a briefing at 0800 followed by mission planning. The crew briefed the staff after lunch and
were free to depart for crew rest around 1500. You were back for preflight and duty as Secondary
Crew shortly after 2100. The Primary Crew took off at 0140 for the most boring twelve hours
imaginable. As Secondary Crew, you would take off if the primary aborted within the first four hours. If
you were fortunate, the primary pressed on and you got home by 0700 for your first rest in 24 hours.
You were back at 2100 and Cuba bound at 0140.
The route to New Orleans was uneventful. A tanker waited over the Gulf, you topped off and began
the daily ritual. The first circuit of the island went off smoothly, too smoothly. It was all downhill from
there – you had seen and heard all there was to see or hear for the remainder of the ordeal. How
many times have you suddenly bolted awake on a “Common Cause” and got on the interphone to find
everyone else on the crew sound asleep? Many of us have. RB-47s were known to stray well off
course on several occasions.
We endured “Common Cause” without further losses and it became another page in the history of the
55th Strat Recon Wing.

When preflighting the RB-47, the pilots pull themselves up and look into each engine. A copilot had
been doing this for months but didn’t know why. He told the Old head, “I don’t know why we look into
the engine, I can’t see a thing.”
The AC replied, “You aren’t supposed to look. You shout YOO HOO, then listen for the echo. If you
hear an echo, it’s a bad engine.”
On any day you could hear YOO HOOs coming from the ramp and see copilots hanging from engine
intakes. This was known as the YOO HOO check.

MAY DAY
Ever been alerted for bailout because the airplane was out of control, by a copilot that had not
engaged his control column when the pilot let him fly?

Look how things change! These 1964 orders tell the crew where they are going, how long they will
be gone and for what purpose. None of that **** stuff. You will note that the crew is to be involved in
activities similar to war games, etc. That is a ‘Catch 22’ clause that interprets as: use them in any
way you deem necessary. Another catch is the variations in itinerary authorization, which allows
them to delay the crew as long as required without cutting new orders, or send the crew any where
else in the world.
The aircraft is referred to as an E/ER/R-47. There was a period during which the aircraft designation
was changed almost monthly. Someone didn’t like the RB designation because the airplane was not
a bomber. It was changed to R-47, E-47, B-47R and many others. Then there was the ERB-47 to
muddy the waters and the Tell-Two came along with its EB-47E(TT). When a crewmember corrected
the Ops Officer on aircraft designation in Roll Call, he settled the matter once and for all with,
“Captain, I don’t care what you call it, if you don’t get that heavy, underpowered, droop-wing, blacknosed son-of-a-bitch off the ground and on time there will be more bumps on your head than on its
fuselage.

The RB-47 was jumped by two MiGs with no warning. Lt. Dubuy, the copilot, returned fire but saw no evidence of
fire or explosion on the fighters. However, the last visual contact was of one of the MiGs coming through a cloud
layer in a high speed vertical dive well away and behind the RB-47.
The cannon shells ruptured the fuel tanks in the rear of the RB-47, causing a severe nose heavy balance.
Lowering the flaps shifts the center of gravity even further forward, dictating a no-flaps landing. Landing an RB47 without flaps is a tricky situation under any conditions, but this crew had the added disadvantage of battle
damage, a runway laden with Hibachi pot smoke and pucker strings tight enough to cut carbon steel bridge bolts.
They did a beautiful job.
True to 55th tradition, another aircraft was sent over and the crew completed their tour.

_______________________________________________________________________________
Any time more than two GIs get together the promotion system will enter the conversation. Everyone has a
gripe about the system and most have a fix for it. The best ever came from one of the Crows, Joe
Kaminski. His philosophy was: “Everyone should come into the Air Force as a full colonel and be allowed to
sink to his own level.”

Command and Control are essential elements of the Strategic Air Command strike force. Without them, in
time of war, the finest military force ever developed to protect the interests of the free world would not be
able to function effectively and efficiently.
Strategic Air Command bomber and ICBM forces are controlled from the underground Command Post
located at SAC Headquarters at Offutt Air Force Base, near Omaha, Nebraska. Here, the SAC Commander
In Chief has at his disposal, communications equipment which can put him in instantaneous contact with his
forces at more than 50 bases throughout the world. In addition, alternate Command Posts are located at
several SAC bases in the U.S., ready to respond to Presidential orders should SAC Headquarters be
destroyed.
In the event the SAC underground Command Post and alternate Command Posts are lost, any Airborne
Command Post, complete with communication equipment and manned by an experienced team of
Controllers, can assume direction of the bomber and missile force, and execute Emergency War Orders at
Presidential direction. This Airborne Command Post is known in SAC under the code name “Looking
Glass”.
Airborne Command Post missions are flown from Offutt AFB, Nebraska, by EC-135 jet stratotankers. A
flying command post aircraft has been airborne around the clock since 3 February 1961. The missions are
flown by flight crews from the 55th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing.
The control team aboard the Airborne Command Post is headed by a General Officer designated as
Airborne Emergency Actions Officer. His staff includes highly experienced Operations, Intelligence, Material
and Communications personnel. All of SAC’s General Officers who are on flying status, with the exception
of the Commander-in-Chief and the Vice Commander-in-Chief, take regular turns as Airborne Emergency
Actions Officer.
Once
airborne,
ultra-high
frequency and single sideband
radio gear are used to establish
and maintain contact with the SAC
underground and Alternate SAC
Command
Posts,
USAF
Command Post in Washington
and the Joint War Room, also in
Washington.
Availability
of
the
Airborne
Command Post gives SAC a
further guarantee that its global
force can be launched effectively
in retaliation to an attack.

Boy, had we come a long way. Det 1 started with the second floor over the Thrift Shop. It was an old, small
wooden barracks building of the WWII era. We had a few partitions from salvage and some old broken
down desks. Boxes and boxes of records and paperwork were stacked on the floor wherever we could find
room. Some served as seats.
From this humble start we began to build, modify and expand facilities. The Operations building housed
one squadron, but now must hold three with different missions and far different requirements. It was
doubled and modified to meet new security and technical requirements. There were already maintenance
facilities devoted to the EC-135, but they were severely inadequate to handle both the EC and RC aircraft.
Work began to expand and upgrade all aircraft maintenance and parking facilities. The RC required what
seemed like acres of hangar space and maint shops for the ASD-1 and related systems. We modified and
added hangars, taxiways, shops and engine test facilities.
Wing Headquarters was operating out of the Operations building which couldn’t even accommodate the
crews. We designed and built a Wing Headquarters in record time. It was a beautiful, well equipped
building – too well equipped it seems. Opening day brought visits from the base Commander and wheels
out of SAC HQ. They were impressed until they came to the Wing Commander’s office – then they were
aghast. It was finely appointed in paneling and carpet of much greater quality and beauty than that in their
offices. They all turned on the Base CO to inquire how and where this Wing Commander acquired such fine
trappings. I confess we finished that office under the cover of darkness at the last minute in hopes of
getting away with it, which we did. I convinced Col. Crouchley it would cost more to remove the contraband
and replace it than to leave it be.
All work was finished in unbelievable time, largely due to the individual efforts of our own people. We not
only finished the work, it was of such high quality to draw praise from the 15AF Facilities Inspection Team
and a rating of Excellent.

Thrasher, Wells, Cummins, Riggs, Baker

The last RB-47H departs for the ‘Bone Yard’.

I throw in this 1975 article from Combat Crew magazine as it gives an
account of the transition to the RC-135. Also it documents the records and
achievements of the men and women of the 55th with this new concept of
operations.

Alaska 1951

One of the requirements to get into ECM school was: you had to be cut off at the knees.

ERB-29 at Wright Field, 1955. It was equipped with the QRC-1 system (note wingtips and belly radomes)
and a 400 pound lead weight under the nose to balance the airplane.

RB-29s at Barksdale in 1950. Part of the 324th.

Ebling – Goldstein – Mitchell – Cota – Bergeron – Resen – Vaughn
Pullen – King – Prine - ? - ? - ? - Provenzano

Japan 1954

Wilson – Williams – Kuba - ? – Goldbach – Ruth
Kozak – Johnson – Engle – Wear – Runge – Ullman

RB-50G at Yokota Oct 51-Apr 52

Meader – AC
Flock – Rav 1
Mittleman – Rav 2
Buono – Rav 3
McKee – Rav 4
Wilkenson – Rav 6

Britton
Bishop
Gadek
Dawes
Woodley
Rubley
Driver
Peabody
Dixon
Moncure
Rosser
Steinhaver
Cruise
Banks
Millen

1953 – Picture taken after S-59 landed from a flight on which the “Queen” passed 1,000 hours across the board
without an engine change. Quite a feat!

Get some of these crewmember’s names, sounds more like a Chicago gang: “Sleazy” Lauer, “Switch”
Swisher, “Fatty” Driscoll, “Honest John” Wagner, “Diamond Jim” Copeland, “Jake the Rake” Parrish,
“Wendy” Brockett, “Wild Bill” Doherty, “Tiny” Grigsby and “Dirty Ernie” Giron.

Ford’s crew with 7133 “Ramey Ramblers” at Ramey shortly after their return from Yokota in 1951.

343rd STRAT RECON SQUADRON CREW ROSTER
1 AUGUST 1953
CREW NO.
PILOT
CO-PILOT
1ST NAV
2ND NAV
RADAR OBS
FLT ENG
RADIO OPR
1ST ECM
ECM OBS
ECM OBS
ECM OBS
ECM OBS
ECM OBS
CFC GUNNER
LEFT GUNNER
TAIL GUNNER

S22JO
EBLING, H.J.
GOLDSTEIN, W.A.
VAUGHAN, J.D.
PULLEN, S.
PRINE, V.E.
HARTLEY, R.D.
BODER, J.P. JR.
COTA, J.F.
MITCHELL, P.K.
PROVENZANO, J.J.
BERGERON, J.E.
RESEN, J.W.
ORLOWSKI, N.H.
BARBOUR, C.D.
HARKER, D.E.
LILIESTOL, K.E.

S25FO
CAMPBELL.H.D.
DIEFFENBACH, G.L.
WINTERS, C.K.
ACOSTA, D.
THOMAS, V.H.
SYLVESTER, J.A.
MULLARNEY, E.R.
BUONO, T.J.
MITTLEMAN, E.R.
MCKEE, C.W.
RAWSON, C.A.
CONDOR, E.D. JR.
WINKLER, F.N.
MCELHEARN, H.J.
DAVIS, A.F.
KOWALSKI, G.J.

S37FO
COLE, W.L.
ESH,.N.R.
PARKER, D.R.
ENNEKING, C.J.
BLANCHARD, W.L.
WOLF, E.R.
BALLARD, N.L.
LYON, R.B.
MILLER, R.C.
CLARK, R.E. JR.
SHIVELY, G.G.
COLLINS, C.J.
ELLIOT, D.P.
LINDVALL, R.L.
PEARSON, E.C.
GURLEY, B.

CREW NO.
PILOT
CO-PILOT
1ST NAV
2ND NAV
RADAR OBS
FLT ENG
RADIO OPR
1ST ECM
ECM OBS
ECM OBS
ECM OBS
ECM OBS
ECM OBS
CFC GUNNER
LEFT GUNNER
TAIL GUNNER

S43JO
HOLDSWORTH, D.L.
WARD, C.W.
WALKER, M.G.
GIVEN,C.H.
SPRITZER, L.W.
METCALF, C.B.
TRANQUILL, F.
STORM, C.H.
STOKES, R.F.
WATSON, R.S.
IRVINE, R.H.
HIGHTOWER, W.H.
WILSON, J.E.
MORLEY, L.F.
LAWTON, H.L.
CAROTHERS, W.H.

S47CO
DIBBELL, R.A.
MILLER, L.J.
NELSON, W.K.
ENGLISH, R.W.
LOWMAN, W.R.
REES, H.L.
CHENEVERT, W.L.
OSKAMP, G.
STIMSON, J.S.
WAYNE, J.W. III
BOBO, O.W.
O’CONNOR, J.T.
ROLLINS, C.M.
BOERS, D.R.
HARTSE, D.L.
KELLY, E.R.

S48AO
MARSHALL, R.W. JR.
THEOBALD, T.R.
FRY, E.V.
MCCAFFREY, D.B.
EDMONSON, E.B. JR.
ELLIOT, H.N.
STOELTING, E.W.
EVANS, W.D.
SHEPARD, T.J.
SEELEY, K.T.
KRANSKE, E.J.
LOYE, J.F. JR.
ARNOLD, N.E.
EZELL, J.B.
MOORE, F.E.
SMITH, W.E. JR.

CREW NO.
PILOT
CO-PILOT
1ST NAV
2ND NAV
RADAR OBS
FLT ENG
RADIO OPR
1ST ECM
ECM OBS
ECM OBS
ECM OBS
ECM OBS
ECM OBS
CFC GUNNER

S39HO
THARP. G.H.
STATZER, J.J.
SHELLEY, J.C. JR.
CROSBY, N.T.
FLAGLER, F.E.
WHITE, P.R.
RAGLAND, L.K.
LABE, S.B.
PEACOCK. J.L. JR.
SCHUMACHER, W.C.
ROGERS, F.W.
JACOBI, G.W.
MCHUGH, J.E. III
KECSKEMETY, S.

S41EO
HERRICK, P.B. JR.
BENSON, H.O.
ROBINSON, O.
RYAN, T.F. JR.
WRIGHT, K.B.
FORD, C.M.
VASQUEZ, N.
WILDER, T.L.
HAM, C. JR.
WIRT, J.M.
CROWE, C.R.
HARTNESS, J.K.
HART, W.A.
THOMPSON, J.O. JR

S42NO
SMITH, J.E.
FOREMAN, L.A.
GAUTREAUX, L.E.
KULPA, J.E. JR.
FUGETT, K.A.
BALDWIN, J.A.
SMITH, R.E.
JEFFERS, F.F.
BROWN, L.A.
MCPHAIL, W.B. JR.
SEABAUGH, M.E.
AMIDON, R.C.
STITT, J.E.C,
GOETZ, M.W.

LEFT GUNNER
TAIL GUNNER

NORDGREN, R.D.
BAILEY, L.W. JR.

WITTINE, J.E.
COCKRAN, P.

CRAFT, D.W.
MCREE, S.J.

N40LO

R50CO

R54JO

S52CO

ESTELLE, F.E.
LEGRAND, C.E.
LYONS, G.J.
BOUTON, A.F. JR.
HUGHES, L.W.
CHENOIU, P.E.
ATKINS, B.G.
MILLER, J.O.
CALLAHAN, R.H.
BARTELT, H.C.
MCCAFFERY, J.G.
RODRIGUIZ, A.
WATERS, C.E.
PETERSEN, L.F.
DANIELS, G.A.
BRAGG, T.W.

BRITTON, R.P.
BISHOP, T.F.
GADEK, W.V.
MURRAY, B.A.
DAWES, T.R.
WOODLEY, O.R.
RUBLEY, R.M.
DRIVER, C.N.
PEABODY, H.E.
DIXON. B.
MONCURE, T.F.
ROSSER, W.E.
STEINHAUER, L.E.
CRUISE, J.H.
BANKS, J.K.
MILLEN, E.M.

PENFIELD, G.F.
COCHRAN, R.D.
SEERING, J.F. JR.
AGNETTI, W.B.
WHARTON, J.E.
KOZLOWSKI, E.J.
HAMMIL, J.J.
HACKENBERGER, H.B.
MARKS, J.B.
PIWETZ, E.T.
MATISOFF, D.
WEST, R.H.
ELLIOT, H.F.
SMITH, H.
MARTIN, L.H.
DICKINSON, R.O.

HOFFMAN, T.C.
MARSHALEK, J.
COLE, J.R.
JONES, J.W.
MORELY, B.J.
KIESSIG, O.E.
SMEAR, J.C.
SISLEY, G.J.
LAVACH, J.R.
JOHNSON, G.W.
CAMPBELL, G.J.
NOTHNAGEL, R.P.
TWMPLIN, E.W.
JACKSON, R.G.
FRAZIER, V.L.
PRIESTLEY, V.B.

R56FO
HAMM, P.J.
STRAUB, F.J.
WASS, H.A.
PHILLIPS, R.G.
WILSON, J.F.
KING, E.E.
MONETTE, W.J.
HANSON, G.F.
BEHRMANN, J.M.
SWITZER, M.W.
ARVIDSON, C.H.
NUNN, K.A.
LUCAS, E.E.
WEAR, J.B
BARNISH, F.R.
SAWYER, B.S.

R57GO
DAVIS, R.A.
GIRTON, E.E.
WEBER, C.P.
SHUGARS, B.W.
DOWNS, T.E.
DONCHACK, J.
EUCHNER, G.H.
GREEN, J.J.
HINKLEY, Q.L.
KLEFSTAD, J.W.
SHATTUCK, D.L.
DUER, W.G.
O’DONNEL, W.M.
GRAHAM, W.L.
BOWLING, W.A.
BAKER, E.R.

N49EO
NORMAN, T.
HENDERSON, G.W.
BOVE, B.A.
PECK, J.W.
PERKINS, J.D.
YOVIN, J.A.
JOYCE, M.P.
FROOME, S.
LEFTON, R.M.
POOLE, C.L.
KNAPP, R.G.
HARDIN, C.C.
TREON, F.L.
HOLT, J.C.
VINCENT, L.
JACKSON, R.E.

N58EO
RAIS, A.G.
WOLFF, O.U.
HARMON, C.L.
ZAINEY, J.E.
SMITH, T.J.
HARSTVEDT, O.
COMER, R.L.
CROWSON, E.E.
PALUMBO, M.J.
MASON, S.L.
FOSTER, C.E.
HUBLER, R.L.
GAHAGAN, P
COLE, G.R.
FJERAN, D.R.
FISK, D.R.

N59DO
LAUER, A.J.
SWISHER, J.H.
DRISCOLL, G.
WAGNER, J.A.
COPELAND, A.E.
BROWN, E.W.
SCHWABAUER, J.
PARRISH, J.M.
BROCKETT, W.G.
DOHERTY, W.E.
GRIGSBY, D.R.
GIRON, E.
ETTER, O.L.
RIBELIN, M.J.
HOWARD, D.G.
GAROT, D.O.

N60HO
TILL. A.F.
PLASS, V.E.
POHL, D.W.
YOUNG, B.W.
MCKECHNIE, J.
RETZ, J.E.
LITTLE, C.I.
TRABUE, H.J.
SPARKS, H.M.
PORTER, E.M.
NEWHALL, P.E.
MCCARTY, R.R.
COUTURIER, R.A.
MCINTOSH, F.L.
SMITH, G.W.
BARBEAU, R.R

N61CO
GOERING, A.H.
PAYK, C.W.
KING, C.W.
CRAIG, J.E.
EICHMANN, E.M.
JONES, W.E.
KLIER, D.R.
MCGEE, W.J.
BRIDGES, R.C.
KAMPERMAN, F.R.
MITCHELL, W.R.
BECKLEY, D.A.
LEWIS, L.F.
ROM, F.R.
RAILSBACK, R.R.
GRAY, L.O.

N62FO
HUGHEY, G.E.
NEVILL, R.F.
DARRELL, F.L.
ROBERTSON, G.L.
HEANY, J.J.
HUNTER, J.C.
YONKER, G.H.
JENNINGS, L.W.
KINLEY, J.E.
HILL. O.D.
HOFFER, K.R.
YOUNG, M.T.
BURNS, C.D.
TRAYNOR, R.B.
JOHNSON, D.
BICKFORD, B.E.

Miller’s crew - Japan 1954

Lakenheath RAF Station – Jun 54 to Feb 55

Theobald – Henderson – Evanco – Einbinder – Spritzer – Harstvedt – Comer – Cole – Frey – Perry –
Crowson – Hass - ? - Mason – Gray – Wilson – Warren

Whatsa matter Campbell, cat got your tongue?

Campbell
Gyulavics
Caselton

Adams
Britton
Cunningham

You’d smile too if you knew what they had in the box.

The last guy who had Jones and Wright on his crew cried too.

Brown
Jones
Wright

Reynolds
Littfin
Schussler

I know Don has it now, but next week I get to keep the flashlight.

Well, I was looking in the mirror when I sewed on the nametag.

Danforth
Wilkinson
Cummins

Armstrong
Kirby
Nadeau

No! You don’t get a helmet until you stop that silly grinning.

Who does Riley think he’s fooling with all those pencils. He can’t write, he cleans his
ears with them.

RILEY
JENKINS
RICHARDSON

BARRETT
FINEBROCK
McDONNELL

Go ahead and take the picture. For Barrett that is a smile.

I’ll show ‘em. I’ll wear my knife on the left and shut one eye.

WARD
HALPIN
SIMMON

STEVENS
WHEELER
BURCH

I still can’t believe those heavy muthers fly.

If I could just reach that itch.

BLANTON
ALLWORTH
BYRNE

GODDARD
VANGARDNER
THOMPSON

Vangardner, that’s a scarf, not a necktie.

Hell, I even wear them on the collar of my pajamas.

MILLER
MOBERLY
OLIVER

AYLSWORTH
CHAMBLEE
GILLMOUR

Let’s see if I’ve got this right now. Sit in the back seat and don’t touch anything,
don’t say anything, don’t do any........

Simon says – “Wiggle your ears.”

LAUGHLIN
KANE
ROBINSON

FRANCIS
CHASE
LAMBIASO

Damn, what a stench! Bet he’s got salami in that helmet bag again.

Same Itch?

BLANTON
ALLWORTH
BRYNE

LEATHERWOOD
WRIGHT
CEARLEY

Guess who wasn’t out drinking all night?

Will the real Lou Valenta please stand at attention.

VALENTA
NEEDHAM
FULLER

THOMAS
PECUONIS
WILKINSON

Wilkinson had to
put that tag on Thomas’ briefcase every flight. It read: “Back is up, forward is down.”

Why am I the boss? Cause I’m the one with the knife, that’s why.

BALTES
CUMMINS
TATE

BRUSS
DROST
WILSON

Standboard weenies don’t have to climb that damn silly ladder.

Vary rare – a one-armed navigator.

ELIAS
ROBERTS
FRINDT

LUBISCHER
HEATH
BECKLIN

Stick with me kid and one day you’ll have a briefcase too.

He flies with a list to the left too.

McGIBNEY
YORK
MARSHALL

SHIRK
ELLINGWOOD
KINCAID

I can’t believe he wore a blue flying suit.
Sure wish I had a blue flying suit.
Eat your heart out Liberace.

OK, I’ll start. ROW, ROW, ROW YOUR BOAT......

BRISCOE
GOODBERLET
BECKLIN

THACKER
BURKHART
TOOMEY

Another diversified crew ready for anything – one at attention, one at parade rest
and one in between.

Helmets? What helmets? We don’ need no stinking helmets!

McCARTY
DRAPER
MAYER

FERGUSON
WALLER
BROWN

Did I forget to zip my fly again?

Stub pioneered the summer look in flying suits.

WARDEN
BARNES
NEWMAN

MATHER
McCAIN
GOEDEN

A specialized crew: one carries a scabbard, one a knife and the other a knowing smile.

I believe that Euclid is coming right at us.

KADEN
PUCHRIK
HANLEY

LEGARD
MARTINEAU
INDORF

Don’t look now, Leo. But there’s a big hunk of your airplane laying on the ramp.

ADDISON
GARDINER
BIHN

BROOKS
BECAK
BOULOS

Boulos obviously rode a bicycle to the flightline - or maybe he’s the one that pedals
the airplane.

Looks like their airplane has snow tires.

FOSTER
DOUGLAS
BOTHE

BRISCOE
GOODBERLET
MILLER

Ok, everybody smile. Say SAC!

Wonder if he’s ever going to unwrap that helmet?

HUBBARD
MUTUAL
VAVARA

CEMAN
SMITH
CORRA

Andy wasn’t standing in a hole, just keeping a low profile.

DOUGLAS
BROCKEL
BIRMINGHAM
FORTIN
HALL

OL-4 TELL-TWOS

BONES
?
?
?
BLOUNT

Charlie was quite insecure. He wore a 38th patch, a 343rd scarf and acted like a “Wing Weenie”.

Gray – McAloon – English – Stepp – Biesadecki
Mather – Winters – Bones - ? - Goeden

Ready......Aim.....

Hell, if I close all these zippers I’d never be able to get in and out of the suit or use any of the pockets.

Hall – Fortin – Birmingham – Brockel – Urschler

Okay, Lady, can you pick the one what done it?

Wells – Bauman - ? – Prater – Percival

I make the decisions cause I’ve got the spoon.

Creel – Wotipka – Osborn – Bray – Howell
Baugh – Kovaks – Rogers – Mateik – Cain

It’s hard to be humble when you’re so beautiful.

Fly with style!

Clark – Murphy – Schoonover – Walsh – Weil
Curzon – Gilbreath – Terzia – Reiden – Hoberman

In place of “Spot Promotions” they got larger patches.

Every new crewmember I get is taller than the last one.

Baltes – Lindley – Brochardt – Biesadecki – Weil

Holbert
Hill
Bennett
Frutchey
Baltes

Maybe if I stand on this end.

At last; a crewmember I can look in the eye.

Baltes – Lindley – Borchardt – Pixley – Pruss
Nickerson – Irwin – Rogers – Howell - ?

Crows are impossible to ramp break!

Chuck didn’t trust operations. Any time he had to go to the flightline he stuffed his pockets with lunch.

O’Conner – Olsen – Palmer – McClenahan – Morris
Crawford – Youngblood – Ramirez – Sharon – Blount

Get with it Harris, toes are supposed to be touching.

You got black nametags, so I got a white one.

Knightly – Dubuy – Harris – Hammond – Borden
McCoid – Schulten – Blume – Didamo – Moore

I’m the only one with a nametag, so I’ll hold my arms as I damn please.

Guess who just cut one?

How long can this go on? We can’t all sit by a window. Somebody’s gotta give in or we’ll miss Happy
Hour.

Drost
Lindley
Spritzer
Paquin
DeLoach

Britton
Brickley
Romanick
Thompson
Murphy

Crowson – Didamo – Penfield – Wharton – Telford – Heckenburger

Caselton
Campbell
Klausner
Wassmer
Fortin

Yokota ‘57

Tharp
Roberts
McKechnie
Buono
Griffin
Ruesegger

Yokota ’59

Hughes – Polk – Behrmann – Fyock – Valentine – Theobald

Thomas – Medford – Palmer – Bailey – Brown – Musick

Rock – Cain – Henderson – Duncan – Reinhardt – Drost

STAFF FLYING ASSIGNMENTS - FEBRUARY 1961
STAFF EVALUATOR PILOTS (RB-47)
COL WILLIAM D KYLE, HQ SQ
COL JOHN G GLOVER, HQ SQ
COL MARION C MIXON, HQ SQ
LTC DANIEL C EMRICH, HQ SQ
MAJ ROBERT A DIBBELL, HQ SQ
MAJ DOUGLAS E HAGIE, 338SRS
MAJ RICHARD F THOMAS, 38SRS

STAFF EVALUATOR PILOTS (KC-97)
LTC JOHN N BARLEY, ARS
MAJ LLOYD P BUEHLER, ARS
CPT HAROLD L ARCHER, HQ SQ
STAFF INSTRUCTOR PILOTS (RB-47)
LTC CHARLES D RAFFERTY, HQ SQ
MAJ JAMES R RILEY, HQ SQ
MAJ DONALD N ARMSTRONG, HQ SQ
MAJ WARREN L AYLSWORTH,38SRS
MAJ GEORGE L DANFORTH, 338SRS
MAJ HARLAN L LAUGHLIN, 343SRS
MAJ ALLIE L THACKER, 343SRS
STANDARDIZATION COPILOTS (RB-47)
1LT JOSPEH E CARNEY, 38SRS
1LT WILLIAM D JENNERETTE, 38SRS
1LT RICHARD H CLARK, 38SRS
1LT RAYMOND E MORRIS, 338SRS
1LT FLOYD E BRAESKE, 338SRS
1LT DANIEL L MOONEY, 343SRS
1LT PAUL L GREENAWALT, 343SRS
CPT CHARLES E GRAY, 343SRS
1LT WALTER E SAVAGE, 343SRS
EVALUATOR PILOTS (RB-47)
MAJ ROBERT W BURTON, 343SRS
MAJ DON E MILLER, 343SRS
LTC JAMES G WOOLBRIGHT, 343SRS
LTC DONALD E MATHER, 343SRS
LTC ROBERT E BRUSS, 38SRS
MAJ JAMES E CARBERRY, 38SRS
CPT GUDIO TESI, 338SRS
CPT JOSEPH J GYLAVICS, 38SRS
CPT STACEY B WARDEN, 338SRS
EVALUATOR PILOTS (KC-97)
MAJ NORMON L DOUGLAS, ARS
CPT WILIAM J IVERSON, ARS
CPT HOLMES A SOUTHER, ARS
CPT CECIL F WILHITE, ARS
EVALUATOR FLT ENGINEERS (KC-97)
MSGT GEORGE W McCAY, ARS
MSGT ROBERT R MARTIN, ARS
TSGT GILBERT M HORN, ARS
MSGT JAMES R DENTON, ARS
EVALUATOR BOOM OPR (KC-97)
TSGT RICHARD L DODGE, ARS
SSGT GLEN L McCOMBS, ARS
SSGT ROBERT A WHITE, ARS
SSGT JAMES D DALTON, ARS

338SRS PILOTS
COL ROBERT J HOLBURY, HQ SQ
COL LEE V WISEMAN, HQ SQ
343SRS PILOTS
LTC HOWARD L. BERG, OMS
MAJ CLETUS C KRESGE, HQ SQ
CPT RAYMOND P BRITTON, HQ SQ
CPT DAVID S BAUGH
CPT JAMES R JONES, HQ SQ
38SRS PILOTS
MAJ MARVIN L ADAMS, HQ SQ
MAJ JAMES S BRISCOE, OMS
MAJ WALTER E WARD, HQ SQ
MAJ ELLIOT H POTTER, HQ SQ
CPT EUELL FRAZIER, HQ SQ
CPT GEORGE F PENFIELD, HQ SQ
55ARS PILOTS
MAJ DONALD V AHLE, HQ SQ
MAJ JOSEPH L LABODA, HQ SQ
MAJ WILLIAM C MARR, OMS
CPT ALEX NAGY, OMS
CPT HAROLD L ARCHER, HQ SQ
338SRS NAVIGATORS
LTC CHARLES A BAUER, 21AD
LTC MERRILL E TAYLOR, A&E
MAJ HAROLD W GERARD, HQ SQ
MAJ ROBERT N PETERSON, HQ SQ
MAJ RICHARD A HANCOCK, HQ SQ
CPT RALPH E MOHR, HQ SQ

343SRS NAVIGATORS
LTC PETER H SPEAR, HQ SQ
MAJ HAROLD E BONNEY, HQ SQ
MAJ ANDREW J CORRA, HQ SQ
MAJ KENNETH A FUGETT, HQ SQ
MAJ THEODORE STERN, HQ SQ
CPT CHARLES O CUMMINS, A&E
38SRS NAVIGATORS
MAJ ADAM E SONTORA, A&E
CPT JOHN W JONES, HQ SQ
CPT ROBERT J BYRNE, HQ SQ
CPT WILLIAM F HAYES, HQ SQ
CPT RICHARD Q KING, HQ SQ
CPT JOHN C KINCAID, HQ SQ
CPT HERBERT E SCHUSSLER, HQSQ
55ARS NAVIGATORS
MAJ PETER KLEIN, HQ SQ
MAJ PETER P GUDOS, OMS
CPT WALTER KLUS, A&E

What will they think of next - a Crow on wheels!

O’Connor – Akin – Bullock (seated) – Palmer – Bailey – Oakes – Brown

Bones
Haff
Birmingham
Bauman
Navarro
Andrews

Smile Jim, you’ll get another crew some day.

W.J.M. somehow got the legs of his flying suit zipped together.

Thomas – Medford – Moore – Bailey – Brown – Thomas
Hicks – Chambers – O’Hara – Mateik – Gardner – Hofer

Psst! Hey guys, you’re standing in front of the wrong airplane.

I’ll bet this was posed.

Britton
Wells
Dawes
Evans
Ryan
Kebrich

Lint
Poppert
Hayes
Brockett
Powers
Dube

OK, you guys just stand any way you want.

That’s not bad, the six of them managed to dress five different ways.

M-I-C-K-E-Y M-O-U-S-E

Griffin - ? – Anthony – Pruitt – Curney – Blossman

The aircraft in the background was used for staff training flights.

Baltes – Reinhardt – Duncan – Cleary – Bailey – Hughes

E-82 at 544ARTW and Kadena - 1960

There’s
always that
2% that
don’t get
the word.

AH, what conformity, what standardization, what uniformity.

Baltes – Reinhardt – Duncan – Williams – Bailey – Schulz – Dye – Murdza

Bennington – Riggan – King – Johnson – Posa – Head – Perreault – Kroboth

Truthfully Lloyd, wearing your patches below the pockets doesn’t make you look taller.

Bones – Dubyak - ? – Bauman – Navarro – Andrews

Chase – McCoid – Hanley – McClure – Robbe – Cleary

Jump boots with buckles???

Well, at least they are all facing the same direction.

Baltes – Williams – Reinhardt – Bailey – Duncan – Schulz

When you are
getting ready to
leave Alaska after
4 1/2 months, any
bird looks good.

For our next trick, the guy in back....

Sparta – Irwin – Bailey – Mateik – Riggs
Wilson – Kniffin – D’Andrea – Powers – Navarro – Webb

Seems like a place this big would have more than one urinal.

Gyulavics – Bishop – Rager – Nelson – Kelly – Biesiadecki – Sparta – Tribula

O’Connor – Welch – Leven – Sibley – McLaughlin – Brown - Guise

This picture lies, it wasn’t nearly that comfortable. First, there were no survival kits to sit on – we sat
right on the metal floor with our head between our knees. Second, the Crows had their parachutes
on, so envision a five or six inch pad behind each one – pushing their faces right into their butts. Now
you have them hunched over in a contortionist’s dream, squeezed together and inter-twined like a
can of worms. The entrance hatch and pressure door was under the guy in the middle.

We began flying the RB-47 with complete confidence in our fellow crew members, as it takes a
certain smarts to fly an airplane and hold a commission. Our faith was shaken badly upon close
examination of the Dash One (Tech Flight Manual). A few excerpts follow and well be seen on other
pages identified by a 1 next to it.

1

To obtain optimum use of jet airplanes, mission planning and constant checking of progress
against the flight plan is required.

1
1

The runway available must be greater than the minimum runway required, for a safe takeoff.

1
1

The landing gear will be left in the DOWN position while on the ground.

When the computed takeoff distance is less than 4,000 feet, the takeoff will be considered as
light-weight. (They are talking about an airplane that normally has to run across two counties to get
airborne.)
If a valve should stick due to freezing, it will thaw upon increasing heat.

The Raven’s ejection seat was a marvel of engineering. First, there was no hole for the seat to eject through.
The Boeing Whiz Kids fixed this by bolting a series of large blades to a platform below the seat and connecting
the platform to a couple of 40MM shells. This apparatus was to fire a split-second before the seat to create a
hole for the Crow. When the RB-47H aircraft were delivered we were told the ejection system had been
thoroughly tested. We flew the aircraft for the next two years with dubious faith in the system. Then we
acquired the films of the tests on the Ravens’ Ejection System. It had indeed been thoroughly tested, but failed
in each test. Every dummy blown out of the plane with this system had been decapitated, which ruins the rest
of the day for you. After that, the only occasion in which the safety pins were removed from the Crow’s
ejection seats was on a standboard check.
Another unique feature of that system was how the seat slanted forward just enough to have you sitting on the
tip of your spine within five minutes. Much of the flight was spent sliding back in the seat, rubbing your aching
ass and cursing its designers.

When the RB-47H landed at another base it would blow the ground crew’s minds. The first Raven
out of the plane was asked about the fuel load. He said the Copilot was still in the plane. The other
two Crows went through the same drill. The Crew Chief could accept this, it was common practice for
a fourth man to fly on a B-47. But when the Nav got out and pointed back up the ladder, the Sarge
was sure somebody was pulling his leg. He would be about to follow the four to the bus when a fifth
body came down the ladder. He was afraid to ask. When the aircraft disgorged a sixth man the Chief
walked back to the maintenance van, handed the forms to an Airman, sat down and began figuring
how close he was to 20 years.
It got even better when the ALD-4 pod was hung on the aircraft. Before the ground crew got over the
shock of six men emerging from this one B-47, one of us went around to the pod to talk to the
imaginary man inside it. We told him where we were, that we would be remaining overnight and that
coffee and sandwiches would be sent to him right away. Then the Crew Chief was cautioned not to
plug the hole in the nose of the pod because the man in there would suffocate. They watched the
pod closely, suspiciously. As we drove away it was common to see one of the ground crew talking to
the pod or knocking on it to get the man’s attention.

The RB-47 was notorious to leak fuel into the Crow compartment. It would puddle in the rear of the
compartment and rush forward when the aircraft leveled off at altitude. The airplane then became a
potential bomb with a trigger fuse. We turned all equipment off and depressurized to reduce the
supply of oxygen and tried to not blow up. Flying as a substitute Raven Two with Harry Tull and Jim
Webb, I was busily preparing to go On Watch at level off when fuel began to run forward in the two
side rails. I was about to alert the Raven One when Jim punched me, pointed into his side rail and
handed me a note. It read, “Don’t tell Harry, he won’t let us smoke.”

I heard some RB-29 and RB-50 flyers talking about strange events in flying. One that really hit home
was how in an emergency on the ground, the Navigator always managed to be the first out of the
plane. A large hatch must be removed to create a hole in which to exit the plane. As the crew exited
hastily, they saw the nav about 50 yards ahead of them putting distance between he and the airplane
in high gear. The crew began to catch him and called for him to step on it. He said he was wide
open but the hatch, which he was still carrying, was slowing him down. He was told to drop it, but
answered he couldn’t because it was too heavy.
This same phenomenon persisted in the RB-47. The three Crows sat in the aisle, tangled up in
vertical hammocks, their butts in their faces and barely able to move. But in an emergency, the
navigator was the first to exit the airplane. He somehow went over, around or thru the Crows before
they could move. I personally recall three times this happened and I didn’t even know the nav had
come by until I saw him standing a safe distance away waiting for the rest of the crew to join him.

Don Thomas had a preflight ritual. Just before the Crow compartment door was screwed shut he
would stick his head in the hatch and say, “Damn, you Crows are dumb. You have to be dumb to fly
back here.” He did this every flight but never once set foot inside the Crow compartment in the air or
on the ground.
Few pilots ventured down the crawlway into Crow Country. Most of the few chalked it up to a bad
experience to never do again. I know one that screamed all the way down the crawlway, but so did
some of the Crows. I know another that became so ill in the crawlway, all he could do was pray for a
crash.

296 was resurrected shortly after being deposited in the Davis-Monthan storage. It would perform
many duties yet. Here it has been modified to test the F-111 avionics. The nose had been changed
to the same size and shape of the F-111’s and it carries the 111 pods under each wing. Later the
entire under surfaces of the airplane were painted white – how degrading! It almost looked like a
bomber. She was to fly many more flights before being laid to rest in the Eglin Museum.
Other than the nose job; the guns have been removed, the “Dog Pecker” antenna is gone, the blade
antennas are missing and streamlined fairings have been installed over the two pod mounting points.

Our experience with the 135 began with acft 121. It was configured for the “Iron Lung” and “Briar
patch” projects. Later it was reconfigured many times for special projects. We had crews flying this
aircraft while still at Forbes. It later picked up the elongated nose, same as the RC-135D below, but
picked up the nickname “Porcupine” from the row of antenna down its back.

The RC-135D was not a 55th aircraft but was crewed primarily by crewmembers from the 55th. This
program operated out of Alaska and began while we were still flying the RB-47s. It operated under
the name “Cotton Candy” for awhile.

Three versions of the RC-135S. It was based on Shimya also, and was another spin-off of the 55th.
Many of our crew members were called to crew these, and most of those that didn’t come from the
55th were assigned there when pardoned from “The Rock”.

The RC-135E “Lisa Ann” was another project not assigned to the 55th but crewed from 55th
resources. It operated from Shemya throughout its life span, which was short. The aircraft
disappeared between Shemya and Alaska, taking with it many 55th old timers.

Another non-55th operation that was crewed from our people. We fought tooth and nail to get this
assignment cause it was based at Yokota. Those lucky dogs got to fly this big comfortable airplane
and got to do it out of Japan. The plane became known as the “Hog Nose” and the outfit was called
“Hogs Heaven”.

When we moved to Offutt the “Looking Glass” was already in full swing.
responsibility, which gave us our first assigned 135-type aircraft.

We picked up the

This is the “Big Team” RC-135C, the replacement for the RB-47. This is what we went to Offutt for.
We waited quite a while for the aircraft to come in, but the wait was well worth it. The tremendous
ASD-1 automatic and semi-automatic reconnaissance system in this aircraft became famous as the
‘electronic vacuum cleaner’. Later some of these “C” models were modified for special missions such
as the RC-135U “Combat Sent”.

The MiG-19 tucked in under the wing, real tight. The mission was flown as briefed however. Upon
receiving the mission materials, DIA queried SAC as to why the mission wasn’t aborted. SAC’s reply
was that missions were aborted only when the fighters demonstrated hostile intent. DIA retorted with,
“When you let a Soviet fighter get that close and tuck in under your wing, how do you determine his
intentions?” SAC answered, “By the expression on the pilot’s face.”

A MiG-17 tucked in tight on an RC-135.

Here are a few of the places associated with the 55th. Unfortunately, the pictures from our daily
activities both at home and overseas are scarce. The few shown here will hopefully stir fond
memories.
Stead AFB - 1955
First – who can forget the fun times at survival school.

A typical day at Forbes started with 0800 Roll Call in the Squadron operations. Here you received the
latest bulletins (and Bull), went over the schedules, got your butt chewed in front of the Squadron,
were assigned additional duties and reviewed emergency procedures. An index card was pulled from
a box and a crew member asked the question printed on it. R.L. hated this part, for obvious reasons
to follow: A card is pulled and this question directed toward Lt. Urschler, “What do you do in the event
of a wing fire?” He answered immediately, “We surround the building and don’t let any of the weenies
out.” R.L. turns dark red, begins tapping his ring on the podium, puts another mark by Regis’ name
and retorts, “This is not the time or place for levity, Lieutenant.” The next question is, “The aircraft
goes into a spin at 35,000 feet. When reaching 15,000 feet you are still in the spin, what is your
reaction?” This was directed to one of the Crows (Prater) who was half asleep and didn’t hear the
question, so gave the answer which was his correct response in 95 out of 100 situation, “Notify the
pilot, sir.” R.L. rested his head on the podium. He would then proceed to chew out Gene Dziejowski
for his crew’s failure to meet a scheduled formation or some such. Gene, who was about half R.L.’s
height would run up on the stage, post right up to R.L. with his nose about even with R.L.’s belt and
say loud enough for all to hear, “You just hate me because I’m Catholic.” That usually broke up Roll
Call.

SAC had alerts and sometimes we were
invited to play. This entailed checking in
at the Squadron and then spending the
next day or two playing Hearts in the
hangar. A good alert kit consisted of a
deck of cards, paper and pencil (to keep
score on), a couple of candy bars and
plenty of cigarettes. War is hell!

We operated from Detachments and Ols (Operating locations) allover the world. Some were
permanent locations such as England, Japan (or Okinawa), Alaska, Turkey and Greenland. In
addition there were many short term Ols. Let’s take a look at both in the next few pages.

Detachment #1, jolly old England. There is an airfield every 15 kilometers and it seems we operated
out of half of them. Upper Heyford, Brize Norton, Mildenhall, Lakenheath and Alconbury being
among the more prominent. All of them characterized by great people, lousy weather, tasteless food,
well stocked bars and treatment next to royalty.
You immediately realized it was easier to converse with the locals in Japan and Turkey. You gained
true appreciation for the maxim, “Two peoples separated by a common language.” Your first shock
came when the girl at the BOQ registration desk asked, “Shall I knock you up in the morning?’ Then
you had to learn that Bat Man was not a caped crime fighter, medicine came from the Chemist at the
Apothocary, intersections were round-abouts, you must wear all white on the tennis courts and that
gentlemen did not play “Dead Bug” at the bar.
British buildings are cleverly designed to absorb every BTU of heat with absolutely no effect on the
bone-chilling cold. You nearly froze when the temperature dipped to sixty degrees. Your only
recourse was to insulate yourself with a ‘Yard-of-Ale’. This was made up for in the summer by no airconditioning, no ice cubes and warm beer. Many don’t understand how the British have survived; I
don’t understand why.
Other aspects of England that will bring back memories to many are: the Columbia Club, Soho,
Picadilly Circus, Thames boat rides, Finch Lane, the foggy foggy landings, competitions with the RAF
on and off the athletic fields, the lack of hot water, the abundance of rain, the stiff upper lips, the
Pubs, the Oxford, driving on the wrong side, the very proper British ways and above all the fabulous
British people.
On those foggy days, we were required to be able to see one runway marker before being cleared for
takeoff. How many have strained to see the marker just a thousand feet away, with no success,
when the AC reports he can see a marker and gets the go-ahead. You ask how in the world can he
see a marker and he answers, “No sweat, just look off the end of either wing, we’re parked between
two of them.”

We soon learned how much the RB-47 would hold. They would depart Thule with 104,000 pounds of
fuel and 100,000 pounds of booze aboard. One coming from Alaska would unload King Crab for
hours. Those coming from Japan would unload more electronics than used by a major network on
the Wide World of Sports. Returning from Turkey, they would unload items larger than any opening
in the airplane. A crew landing from England would stand around expecting someone else to unload
for them.

Detachment #2, Yokota AB, Japan. The home of yen, many kinds of yen. You went broke buying up
the bargains. Twenty dollars in Yen made a wad that would choke a horse. It seemed like Monopoly
money, so was spent freely. Many didn’t realize how much they had actually spent until it was too
late. A common warning from the wife of one departing for Japan went something like, “You had
better not buy another $600 camera and lose it before you get back.” It was best stated by
Dziejowski’s crew when they stepped out of the airplane and unfurled an eight foot banner that read
“YEN IS MONEY”.
The newcomer to Japan found many dilemmas. He didn’t understand the language, couldn’t
compute the money, knew nothing of the local customs, clearly stood out as a first-timer and was
completely at the mercy of taxi drivers and B-girls when off base. The first-timer invariably nearly
scalded his skin off in his first Hotsy Bath by getting in to soon. He was told to order certain dishes
guaranteed to make him deathly ill. He was cautioned over and over about how the taxi drivers
would scare years off your life . Thoroughly convinced that all taxi drivers were Kamikazee pilots
bitter at being cheated of their destiny and bent on fulfilling same, he was selected as the one to
make a run to Tachikawa for the crew. He was told the driver would go much too fast, but the
solution was to holler “Hiyako” repeatedly until he slowed down. This resulted in our hero perched on
the back of the driver’s seat yelling Hiyako all the way to Tachi with the driver pushing his Toyopet
toward a new world land speed record. Hiyako being the term for faster. Without exception, the
frazzled, shaky newcomer returned to Fussa via the train.
But OL-2 was characterized by great food, fantastic bargains, more things to do and see than time
would permit, many good times and the most pleasant, friendly people anywhere. It took a bit of
getting used to to accept the smell of the benjo ditches, community rest rooms, public baths, constant
jabbering, funny money, smoke from the hibachi pots, teeth sucking, being twice the size of all around
you and the famous “Mink Bow Ties”. Everyone enjoyed their tour there and looked forward to
another.
From time to time (that’s a familiar opening, huh?) pressures and Japanese storming the base would
force us to operate out of Okinawa for a few weeks or months. Off to Kadena, what a difference.
Koza was dirt streets, one restaurant and three bars. The quarters and the clubs on base were
terrific. Service was unreal, with more attendants than patrons in the clubs. If you dropped anything
on the floor, it didn’t settle before being swooped up, washed, ironed, folded and handed back to you
by a proud grinning Okinawan. Our Maint Officer, Maj. Waldrop, had a beautiful suit made and wore
it to the club for the first time. He was called to the flightline and changed so as not to risk soiling the
new suit. He threw it on the bed and left. Upon returning, one of the house girls was beaming with
pride at the great service she had done him. She washed his suit, shrinking it to half its original size.
There was excellent golf, tennis, swimming, diving, fishing and boating. And Strangely enough, while
enjoying this Pacific paradise you gave no though to the poor souls in Thule or on Wake. When
ordered back to Japan, you left with mixed emotions.

It was a common sight to see the crew pile out of the aircraft and immediately run to inspect the left
main gear on RB-29/RB-50 airplanes and the forward main gear on the RB-47s. Were landing gear
problems this prevalent? Not at all. Perhaps the crew had just been chased across the sea by MiGs
bent on their destruction or just completed an 18 hour flight over the ice cap, but still the gear
inspection was the first order of business upon landing. Why? The tire had been divided into equal
parts or segments, one for each crewmember and that crew position pained in the space. When the
aircraft was parked, the crewmember on the bottom had to buy the drinks. Priorities is priorities.

Detachment #3, Eielson AFB, Alaska. So near, but oh so far. The summers and winters were as
different as day and night – in fact, were day and night. Even tho the sun never set, there were so
many things to do in the summer, you just couldn’t fit them into the time available. Everyone that
pulled a summer tour in Alaska dreamed of a PCS or retirement there.
But those winters. It got so cold you had to climb to altitude to warm up the airplane. When it got
colder than twenty below – the ski slopes closed, the inside of your nose froze with your first breath
after stepping outside, the front wheels of the crew vehicle froze up and didn’t turn over for the next
three or four months, tires could shatter like glass, just crossing your legs generated enough static
electricity to throw an eight inch spark, nearly every moveable part of the airplane refused to move
and the engine heat from a takeoff could sock the field in with ice for days.
When wanting to get the word to the most members of the detachment, you went to the Moose creek
Lodge. It was a tavern just outside the base, usually half full of our people. Other prominent
hangouts were the Silver Dollar, Nugget, Rathskellar and the Civilian Club. Other favorite pastimes
were skiing, hunting, fishing, moose wrestling, bear switching and of course the ever popular trying to
find your way back to the barracks thru the snow while being careful not to step on snow snakes.
When it was 55-50 below, we rushed to the hangar where it was a comfortable 30 below. But we
learned to adapt to everything: the weather, the food, the prices, the quarters the routine, everything.
Top honors in adapting have to go to Jim Rinehardt and George Baltes. For four months Jim didn’t
know where he was so nothing bothered him. Nothing phased George either. We hid one of his
boots between his mattresses and he slept on it for five nights before Frank Williams told him where it
was. He did think he was going to be eaten by a bear, tho, when we put an extremely large and ugly
dog in his room one night. After completing nearly three months of the project, for some reason
George wasn’t the last man to leave the hangar for the airplane. Clyde noticed from the prints in the
snow that George was wearing two left muk-luks. He wore them for the remaining month cause as
he said, “I’ve corrected for the tendency to turn left.”
In Alaska you dressed to protect you from the extreme cold. So at 55 below zero you moved around
comfortably, got into the airplane, flew back to Topeka, stepped out onto the Forbes ramp and nearly
froze to death.

While TDY we were prone to invade the mess hall around 0200 for SOS and eggs after a hard night
of cavorting. Of course we had to don flying suits to make it legal. But, one night, in spite of the flying
suits, our condition revealed that we had not been near an airplane for several hours and would not
be allowed near one for at least another day. This resulted in the Mess Sergeant refusing to fire up
and cook for us.
We complained to our Adjutant who was responsible for contacting all the units on base likely to
encounter us and comprising them of our needs and emphasizing the secrecy of the operation. He
had missed the Mess hall but said he would take care of it – boy, did he ever.
A few nights later when we staggered in, the mess Sergeant was waiting for us. He gathered all
Mess personnel around us and announced, “Now, you see these officers. When they come in here
you give them what ever they want and stay away from them. They are Top Secret, everything they
do is classified. You can’t talk to them, or listen to them or even be around them. These men are so
SECRET they have to shit in an incinerator.”…..

Remember the requirement that the guns had to test fire successfully prior to entering the sensitive
area? Too often only one gun would fire on the RB-47s twin 20MM tail turret. The crew would fly the
mission and swear that both guns seemed to fire and the ammo counters moved. It got to the point
that the Ops Weenies had masking tape put over the ends of both barrels as a check. When you
landed, both tapes must be torn by a shell or you butt would be. We quickly learned to put a light
lubricant on the gun barrels which caused the tape to be peeled off by the slip stream. On those
slow. Dull sorties we discovered a lot of activity could be stirred up by punching out a few bundles of
chaff. Then those dastardly ops types started counting our chaff on every mission. But once again
skill and superior knowledge triumphed over fear and superstition when realizing that beer cans
worked almost as well as chaff. A case or two of empties, stashed in the crawlway, was thrown into
the forward wheel well as the crows crawled to work. At the proper time the forward gear was
lowered momentarily, releasing the cans. Enemy radar went crazy and business picked up
considerably. It also drove the schools of tuna wild and gave us something constructive to do
between flights – emptying the cans.

Flight lunches were to sustain life, not to enjoy. They excelled at both. But there are exceptions to
any situation. Most of us opened the box lunch and nibbled at its contents throughout the flight. Not
Fabian Dauzvardis however. When eating time came, Dauz notified the crew he would be off
interphone for awhile, signed Off Watch and prepared to eat. Opening his briefcase, he extracted a
small red and white checkered tablecloth, which was spread over his work table after clearing it of all
military paraphernalia. Also produced from the briefcase were a candle and holder, salt and pepper
shakers, a checkered napkin and a china cup. All of this was placed on the checkered tablecloth in
precise order and the candle was lit. Then every item from the box lunch was placed on the table in
like manner. The napkin was tucked into his collar, the cup filled with coffee and the meal begun. He
ate every item in the lunch, poured a second cup of coffee and enjoyed a smoke. All trash was put
back into the box, the candle extinguished, the tablecloth folded and put away with the other items.
Then he signed On Watch, notified the crew that he was back on interphone and continued the
mission.
But Dauz had other eccentricities. There were only six people in the club that night when the
receptionist announced a phone call for Captain Fabian Dauzvardis. Dauz stood up and called to the
girl, “Is that for a Captain Fabian G. Dauzvardis?”

While TDY to Alaska, a crew had to overfly the North Pole on the return leg of several missions.
Being a typical enterprising 55th crew, they sought to put this to some use. They reasoned that a
tight 360 degree turn over the North Pole would be going around the world – longitudewise. So they
set out to set a record time for flying around the world.
Returning from the sensitive area, enroute to OL-3, the RB-47 was racked into a tight 360 right over
the pole. About halfway through the turn, the co-pilot announced that he saw a light on the ground (or
ice). Several more circles were flown while signaling with the landing lights. Every signal was
answered from the light below. This must be reported, reasoned the astute crew.
This was put in the debriefing and twixed to SAC with the rest of the report. The following day, an
announcement was made that the first nuclear sub had gone under the ice cap and surfaced at the
North Pole. Imagine what the crew of the Sargo thought when, after six weeks under the ice, they
surfaced to see a SAC airplane flying a tight circle directly overhead.

SAC sent a message to the Chief of naval Operations stating, “Position of Sargo confirmed….SAC”.
______________________________________________________________________________

Detachment #4, Incirlik AB, Turkey. Our health club near the Mediterranean. It was unique, after the
Tell-Two operations began, in that there were always five or six crews here at all times. Compared to
the other one and two crew detachments, this one had unlimited potential for sports, parties and
mischief. A new twist for the 55th was the full alert status for the Tell-Two crews. There was a
primary crew, a Secondary crew, a Tertiary crew and one crew either drunk or on R&R. These poor
guys tried to rest for the early morning call they knew would come from Ivan, while the H, ERB and
4th Tell-Two crew raised hell throughout the Holiday Inn. The klaxon went off at the worst times and
under the most trying conditions – such as during the heaviest thunderstorms, less than two hours
after the crews went to bed, right after you developed a super case of the ‘Turkey Trots’, just before
your favorite meal was being served in the club, immediately following the announcement that a
critical member of the primary crew had just gone DNIF and always, I mean always, on the nights that
you just took a chance and didn’t go to bed. These guys ran out of the building half-dressed, halfasleep and half-cocked (or half-crocked). But the Tell-Two was off the ground in amazingly short
time. These crews did a fantastic job under the most miserable conditions with far too little
recognition. Back away from your book long enough to throw a salute to our gallant Tell-Two crews.
A typical day began with breakfast at the club, followed by a couple sets of tennis. Then all went to
the 110 Intelligence Briefing so the Det CO could count noses. The remainder of the day was spent
on the volleyball court destroying every other organization on the base and/or each other. A shower
and a good meal at the club was followed by various forms of endeavor to replace the body fluids lost
through exercise.
All who have visited OL-4 will recall fond memories of:
Ak-Mak (native Turkish bread made from goat’s milk)
Akadaash nuts (Pistachio)
The Compound (Prostitute Prison)
Castle trips (Black, Sand, Snake, Castle of the Sea, etc_
Turkish fighter jocks (bad news for everyone)
Mahmut (house boy)
60-40 (waiter)
Iskenderan shrimp
Lamb-ka-bob
The rainy season
The short runway
And of course, the great R&Rs

Remember all those TDYs when you were forbidden to tell what outfit you were in, what base you were from,
what aircraft you flew, how long you would be there, your political preference or your shoe size? Well, S-82
was overseas but had to bring the RB-47 back to Forbes for a few days to have the new ALH-2 tape recorders
installed. The Forbes line badges were used for identification and access at the detachment, but all references
to Forbes, SAC and the 55th were covered with black tape. The crew would be at Forbes only a few days, so
why remove the tape.
Three of the crew approached the flight line gate on foot (you couldn’t park on the Flightline in those days).
The keenly alert guard spotted the blacked out badges and drew his .45. A radio call brought a truck load of
SAC’s finest, with guns pointed in every conceivable direction. We were thrown into a truck, covered by
madmen pointing cannons at us, while racing toward Security Police headquarters. There, we were booked,
incarcerated and interrogated. We explained our involvement in a classified project, hence the black tape. But
these astutely intelligent Sky Cops were not to be bilked by our clever deception. They were convinced it was
another penetration exercise and would not be hoodwinked again (a few weeks earlier, three penetrators got
onto the Flightline with badges bearing pictures of Harry Truman, Marilyn Monroe and an ape).
We finally convinced the head gorilla to call the squadron to clear us. He spoke with the squadron Security
Officer, Don Schultz, who agreed to come extricate the blackguards. Well, Don just happened to be our raven
Three. Yes, he waltzed in with a blacked-out line badge, got thrown into the pokey and destroyed what little
credibility we had been able to establish.
The Keystone Kops set about drawing straws to see who got to shoot us, when George Baltes realized his
crew was missing. He learned Don had gone to our rescue and failed to return. He set out in search of his
crew (no strange task) and walked in with the same mysterious line badge. The fuzz went bananas and
started suspecting one another. They threw George in with us and all sat with their backs to the walls and kept
a hand on their guns at all times.
The Security Police decided more action was in order when Clyde Duncan started to eat his line badge, Jim
Rinehardt started frothing at the mouth, Schultz and Bailey shorted out the buildings electricity and George
threatened to arm wrestle everyone in the place. So they called the squadron CO. He reluctantly admitted
the crew was one of his and said he would dispatch the Adjutant to claim them. Frank Williams, who was both
the Squadron Adjutant and our Raven One, entered with yet another blacked-out badge. This shoved the
Kops over the edge. They released all of us, babbling unintelligibly and set about sticking black tape on their
line badges, one another and passers by.
S-82, armed with the new recorders (which didn’t work), blacked-out line badges and the knowledge that
Forbes was secure, returned to the Detachment.

OL-5: THULE

And the Frozen Wastes

Thule, Greenland, Detachment #5, garden spot of the Arctic. A woman behind every tree and you guessed it –
not a single tree., nor woman. There were two forms of entertainment at Thule – you could sit around the
barracks and drink or sit around the club and drink. A forty-pounder of Gin cost 85c, VO was $1.45 and a
Coke was 25 cents at the bar versus 10 and 15 cents for mixed drinks. The pool tables and ping pong table
were taken out of the club in order to enlarge the bar and the base indoor swimming pool was closed down.
Then the brilliant Base Commander announced there was drinking problem on the base and initiated an
investigation to find out why. His findings blamed it on the bad influence of wild, undisciplined TDY personnel
– removing all doubts as to why he was assigned as a base commander in the Arctic.
The F-102 fighter jocks had their own club, called the “Turf Club”. Membership was by invitation only,
supposedly an honor. The fortunate individual chosen had only to swallow a few live Guppies to become a
member. But the jocks were such easy prey at Liar’s Dice, Aces, etc. you could consistently drink free all night
and make a few bucks. So it was worth swallowing a fish or two. This all came to an end when one of the
crows shared a bottle of Vodka with the tank of Guppies, wiping out their entire stock. We were no longer
allowed in the “Turf Club”.
Each building was built like a cold storage vault with large ice-house type doors, foot thick walls and perched
on three-foot high pillars. Each building contained its own water supply, which was quite a system. Fresh
water was delivered by truck and pumped into your fresh water tank via a large receptacle on the outside of the
building, about eight feet off the ground and labeled “Water”. All water used in sinks, showers and washing
machines was pumped into an intermediate tank and re-used for flushing stools. What went thru the stools
was pas pumped into a waste tank. Then a truck, identical to the ‘Water’ truck, but labeled ‘Waste’ would hook
up to a receptacle identical to and a couple of feet away from the ‘Water’ spigot, which was labeled ‘Waste’.
These couplings leaked badly, resulting in a six foot icicle about a foot thick at the top. The one hanging from
the ‘Waste’ tap looked like and was referred to as a “Fudge Sickle”. Nothing was worse than returning to your
room to find a six foot “Fudge Sickle” tucked in between your sheets.
Water was used very sparingly. To shower, you wet down for ten seconds, soaped, then rinsed for twenty
seconds. But the real villain was the toilets. Manual toilets! After use you:
1) Open a screw valve behind the seat.
2) Opened a lever valve to the left (when facing the stool).
3) Holding a lever valve open, you operated a foot pump with your right foot to pump water into the bowl.
4) Closed the lever valve (very important, lest you pump into the wrong tank).
5) You them pumped this into the waste tank with a three foot lever on the right side, which was a converted
truck gear shift (still had the same knob on it).
6) This whole process was repeated as many times as required to clear the bowl.
7) You then closed all the valves and cursed the fate that sent you to Thule.
I left out one very important step that all newcomers learned the hard way. These particular flap-valve pumps
were notorious for spring back – in fact faithful. And nineteen out of twenty times it would hit you right in the
chest. You quickly learned to stand in the next stall, reach around the partition and pump with your left arm.
An you never ever walked up to someone in the process of pumping. Right, R.L.? There was one flush urinal
on the entire base, in the Officer’s Club. We sat around with our legs crossed, miserable, in pain and unable to
stand straight when the time finally came, just waiting for the club to open at 1500.
Another phenomena of Thule were “Phases:, extremely high winds that drove the temperature to unheard of
lows and reduced visibility to zero. These usually hit with little or no warning and lasted or several hours to
four days. Every building was stocked with emergency food and water rations, as you could not move once a
‘phase’ hit. You sat there for days eating “C” rations and drinking canned water.

55ARS KC-97 Support

Barron & Bailey at barracks

Officer’s BOQ

Visiting Bombers

I recall being rescued from the RB-47 by a crash truck after being caught by a ‘phase’ before we could get off
the runway after landing. But especially I remember the three times a phase hit and caught the Det CO,
George Danforth, away from the hangar. He would grab me, throw me into the jeep and point in the direction I
was to drive. I would ease along until hitting something feel our way around it and go on. We made it to the
hangar every time and his directions were near perfect. The hangar was well equipped with sleeping bags,
food, water and in the Det CO’s office was the supply of Old Methuselah (combat ration booze). George would
go in, roll out a bottle of OM for me, lock the door and not be seen again for the duration of the phase. I still
don’t know how he did it – there was no latrine in his office.

Maintenance

Old RB-47 on Thule ramp

Every mission out of Thule was a long one. You must fly all the way across the polar ice cap to get to the area
of interest – then the mission began. The long flights were readily accepted tho, as time spent away from
Thule was time well spent.
We set up the Detachment there and received all the mandatory briefings by base support personnel. That is
until we came to Air-Sea Rescue. Their representative opened with, “Let’s take a difficult situation and make it
almost impossible… say you are down 200 miles from base…..” At that statement our Det Commander stood
up, thanked the briefer and led us out of the building. We didn’t spend half an hour total within 200 miles of
Thule when we flew, so they could do us no good at all.
The force at Thule consisted of ten KC-97s and two RB-47Hs. The tankers took off in waves well ahead of the
RB-47 so we could refuel further and further from the base. Nine of the ten 97s must launch and we had to get
fuel from eight of the nine to get the required fuel. Some of the missions required that one or two of the 97s
meet the RB-47 on the return lest it run out of fuel before reaching Thule.
A “Phase” caused an RB-47 to divert to Sondestrom, a small flat spot on the ice cap jokingly referred to as an
Air Force Station. The RB-47 was miraculously stopped within the confines of the installation and stranded.
There was no way to refuel the RB-47, but that was offset by the absence of any JP-4 jet fuel. A KC-97 was
flown into Sondestrom and backed up to the RB-47. A rubber hose was rigged from the boom to the 47’s
inflight refueling receptacle and enough fuel for takeoff transferred. The RB’s nav and Crows climbed aboard
the tanker, which lined up directly in front of the RB-47. They took off and hooked up as the gear came up.
Both returned to Thule and resumed normal routine.
Then came the KC-135. they replaced the KC-97 for the first time at Thule and got a rude awakening. When
shown their first mission, the tanker crew navigator refused to fly it. The secondary crew was assigned the
sortie and their nav balked. The first of the two tankers would turn back at the North Pole, but the other one
would tag along with the 47 for another couple of hours. Tom Wright finally convinced their navigators that all
they had to do was follow him and keep a log. Then they simply flew a reciprocal heading back to Thule.
Certain their lives would end today somewhere in the frozen Arctic wastes, the tanker crews launched under
the midnight sun. It was a piece of cake. They flew a straight line out, following the RB-47, did a one-eighty
and flew right back to Thule. The following day saw the tanker nav strutting like a peacock and claiming he
could aviate to any spot on earth and return – no sweat.
They didn’t like being run out of the briefing after the refueling portion, not seeing our route, not knowing what
we were doing, not being allowed to see into the RB-47 and especially not being given Old Methuselah combat
ration booze during debriefing like the our crews. This bred ill feelings which festered over the next few weeks.
Then General McConnell dropped in for a visit and to decorate the RB-47s crews for a special mission. All
assembled in the hangar where the general heaped praises upon the RB-47 crews for fifteen minutes. Then,
as an afterthought as he turned to leave, he motioned toward the tanker crews and said, “You too”. That did it.
The two commanders tried to avert the impending clash by sponsoring a joint dinner to honor the general. We
made it thru several drinks and the salad before the fight broke out. It was the first thing the two groups had
done together and turned out great. We had a ball. The operation ran smoothly after that and we were as one
unit with no secrets from one another. In fact, some of those tanker crewmen were later assigned to the 55th
after converting to the RC-135s. We showed them tho, we gave them Old Methuselah and made them drink it.
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Operating at 50 below zero.

Detachment #5 the second. After Thule was shut down as a Detachment, the number was assigned to . . .
Wake Island. Off we aviated to this Pacific Eden – a crew in the RB-47 and support personnel in a KC-97.
Upon landing we were met by the entire Wake Island staff- both of them. There were only two airmen
assigned there just to man a radio station. What we found there was one permanent building, a Jap freighter
run aground on the beach, a dozen shot up WWII fighter aircraft and enough abandoned supplies to support
another Pacific war. There was everything needed to build thousands of Dodge trucks, except frames and
tires. Our living quarters was a concrete slab, covered with a grass roof and surrounded by mosquito netting.
There was no electricity, so you got up and went to bed with the sun. Hot water came from black-painted pipes
exposed to the sun. A lean-to served as our club, mess hall, operations, maintenance and you name it. There
were no ice or refrigerators, so we lived like the British. Our crew chief made everyone a small aluminum box
(from the WWII supplies) about eight inches square and four inches deep. Another turned up a large quantity
of Pith helmets. The unbelievably long, miserably hot days were spent sitting in the lagoon with water up to
your neck, the Pith helmet shading your face and the aluminum box full of highballs floating nearby. When
becoming too waterlogged, we passed the time by playing in the Dodge and Mustang parts.
For weeks we waited on the Russians, but they never showed. We left without flying through a single nuclear
cloud – sun tanned, water logged and loaded down with Dodge parts.
Radio silent missions. Another security measure to help insure secrecy was total radio silence on
operational missions. We proceeded with preflight up to engine start, then waited for our signal. At the briefed
time we received a one second flash of the green light from the tower – our signal to start engines. At ten
minutes prior to scheduled takeoff our clearance to taxi came in the form of two flashes of the green light. As
we taxied out, a call from the tower went to an imaginary airplane, giving it landing instructions. Those
instructions contained all meteorological data we needed to compute takeoff performance. We lined up near
the end of the runway and waited. At exactly one minute prior to takeoff a steady green light from the tower
gave us the go-ahead. Power comes up and brakes are released at precisely the briefed time. A red light
from the tower at any point during this process would return us to the parking area.
We go thru this procedure religiously and line up on the end of the runway, waiting for the steady green, when
some clown in an F-102, wanting to land, transmits, “Hey, tower, when is this B-47 going to takeoff?”

The refueling was also totally radio silent. The navigator found the tanker and led us to it, where all
communications were via the light panels on the tanker’s belly. We got on the tanker right away and filled up.
We couldn’t afford to make a mistake ‘cause if we scared the boom operator, he called an Emergency
breakaway and your tanker went away and we couldn’t call him back. So we got the fuel first, then let the
copilot play. If he didn’t scare the tanker away, we topped off again just before the end of the refueling track.
The fun part was coming back in. We were an unidentified target which drew reaction from the friendly forces.
The Limeys got all pushed out of shape when we pointed the guns at them. The Italians threatened to bustayou-ass. The Japanese flew all over the sky. But most fun had to be Alaska. We crossed the coast and flew
another 150 miles before these two lights streaked by in the opposite direction. It was a pair of ramp weights,

F-89s. Another hundred miles and the Scorpions got turned around and started to close on us. Before they
could get close enough to identify the RB-47, we would lower the nose a bit and run away from them. Great
sport.
The 55th had detachments and operations in many other locations, but they were not permanent operating
locations. Some of these were:
• Clark AB, Philippines
• Bien Hoa and Danang, SVN
• U-Tapao, Thailand
• Osan AB, Korea
• Bodo, Sweden
• Akrotiri RAF, Cyprus
• Athens, Greece
• Torrejon, Spain
• Anderson AB, Guam
• Hickham AB, Hawaii
• Ramey AB, Puerto Rico
• Rhein-Main and Templehoff. Germany
• Shemya AB, The Aleutions
• Ben Gurir, Morocco

Customs inspections ran the spectrum from Mickey Mouse detail to the ridiculous. At one time we were
assigned additional duty as Customs Inspectors. You had to meet the incoming aircraft, collect the forms they
had filled out and get out of there before they began unloading the tons of goodies.
Then real Customs Agents were assigned with nothing to do but harass the crews. Thanks to Topeka’s lousy
weather, many overseas returnees had to land at Lincoln or other bases where they weren’t prepared for us..
We just turned our forms in at base Ops.
Ah, but Hickham was something else. They were fully equipped and manned to conduct inspections. For
some reason they checked out only every other aircraft coming from an area. We had the misfortune to be the
one selected when returning from Japan with 26 passengers, all members of the 55th with from 4-6 months of
collected treasures. It took over three hours to unload the airplane. We filled these little wagons with our junk,
pulled them by hand two miles down the Flightline, placed all items on the inspection tables, resigned
ourselves to paying a fortune in duty charges and waited for the inspectors. Every one of us had 30 to 40
bundles, bags or boxes. Everyone but a Line Chief who had all the Japanese junk he ever wanted from
previous trips. He had one A-3 bag and a wooden box. The inspector looked at the mountains of contraband
with a gleam in his eye and a smile on his face. Then he turned back to the Line Chief and asked what was in
the box. The Chief said it was his clothes. He had the Sarge open the box and was satisfied that it contained
only personal clothing. Then he announced that was good enough, collected all our forms and dismissed us.
We were mad about unloading and lugging around all our junk for nothing, but quite relieved at escaping fines
or confiscation. We loaded the wagons, pulled them up the ramp and reloaded the tanker. We were relieved
too that the airplane had been cleared. We had opened all the upper deck tanks and stuffed them with cases
of booze wrapped in blankets to prevent rattling. We closed and sealed the tanks and reapplied the official
seals we had so carefully removed.

We didn’t have to fool with customs at March AFB, our next stop. Then knew it had been worth the ordeal at
Hickham as we watched the Forbes Customs officials look on helplessly as it required half the vehicles in the
motor pool to unload the KC-97.

OL-4: Turkey, The Mystic Middle East
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The OL Commander at Incirlik more often than not came back to find a Camel in his bed or shower. If you
didn’t slip in a camel chip and break your neck, the smell would kill you.
The fighter jocks had a camel mascot which we liberated regularly. Once we shaved its sides and painted our
mascot, Super Sleuth, on the two bare spots. But, the paint disagreed with the camel to the extent that it died.
We kinda liked the ugly smelly thing and hated to see it die, but the fighter jocks hated it even more and swore
revenge. They retaliated by kidnapping Lee Brown after he passed out in the club. He was stripped, wrapped
in a sheet, an official tag attached to his toe and manifested as a cadaver on a C-130 headed for France.

One poor camel was brought to our quarters three times by well-lubricated crew members, who thought it was
the OL Commander. The resemblance was striking.
We went TDY under a cloak of secrecy. Markings were changed or removed on the airplanes, our flying suits
had no patches or markings, we said nothing and did nothing that would identify us or our unit. We settled in to
the barracks, turned on the radio and tuned in the best station – strong and playing popular U.S. tunes. It was
being broadcast from the Soviet Union and was laced with propaganda. The main feature and star was
“Moscow Molly”. She would call all of us by name and crew number as she welcomed us to where ever we
were. This was followed by how stupid we were to fly these aggressive espionage flights ordered by the
treacherous Washington war mongers. We were assured the skillful Russian pilots could shoot us down in
flames with ease but didn’t really want to. But if we insisted on flying the provocative spy flights, surely we
must die, for the peace-loving homeland must preserve its security.
This was a nightly ritual filled with threats and promises. She would warn us of a loose step in the BOQ and
when we checked it was exactly as she said. She also told us of lights and loose tiles in our operations
buildings, aircraft writeups and a broken window crank on the crew vehicle. Well, so much for security.
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OL-5: Thule, Greenland (Anything but Green)
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We had to endure TDYs to other places like Hawaii, Guam and the Pacific Islands as below:

Waikiki Beach

Guam Bay

Pasatoria Restaurant

Guam Inlet

Water Buffalo

Base Housing
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THE NEW LOOK OF THE 55SRW
RC-135V

We learned this from your 55th crews!

“Hang it in your ear, Trashmouth”
Never More!
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Bruce M. Bailey, a native of Crystal Springs, Mississippi, switched from the USMC to the Air Force as
an Aviation cadet in June 1956. He entered “Crow” school at Keesler as a Second Lieutenant in
October 1957. There he heard about this weird outfit flying very secretive missions in strange-looking
aircraft. This sounded like his kind of unit. A few strings pulled by Col. K.K. Beahan resulted in his
assignment to the 55SRW in April 1958. He flew as an RB-47 crewmember until the wing moved to
Omaha, with a small break of six months to work on the construction and testing of the RC-135E,
“Lisa Ann”.
After many overseas TDYs, Special Projects and over 4000 hours in the RB-47, he moved to Offutt to
await the arrival of the RC-135Cs. As Wing Logistics Officer, he helped prepare the facilities for the
RC-135 aircraft and crews. He flew as Electronic Warfare Supervisor on the RC-135C until the need
for an Electronic Reconnaissance Branch became paramount. He served on the Wing Staff until
Colonel Riggs could no longer fend off the barrage of overseas assignments with Bailey’s name on
them.
His assignment to the 4252SW on Okinawa in 1970 took him out of the 55th after only twelve years,
two years short of being considered an ‘old head’ in the outfit. There he was assigned to the Special
Intelligence Division of the 4252SW, which was operating the RC-135M and SR-71. One of his
responsibilities was the support of all 55SRW operations out of Kadena. Although no longer assigned
to the 55th, he was involved in their operations and with their people almost daily for the next four
years.
It was a sad day indeed when his ties with the 55th were broken totally in 1974 in the form of an
assignment to the 100SRW at Davis-Monthan AFB. He was away from the 55th but still actively
involved in the Strategic Reconnaissance programs of the U-2 and DC-130.
Col. Bailey retired from the Air Force in 1976, to return to the family business in Mississippi. He
finally found an outlet for his longings for the old outfit in the 55th Elint Association. He joined,
attended all the reunions, became the association’s historian and finally moved back to Tucson to be
near the action. Listening to the tales and looking at the memorabilia at the reunions, he decided all
this must be preserved. That led to this book, the culmination of a three-year labor of love.

